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Accurate estimations of wireless channels lay the foundation of high-bit-rate multimedia wire-
less services. Unfortunately, high mobility between transmitters and receivers gives rise to 
a rapidly time-variant channel, which is a big challenge to the channel estimation. A basis 
expansion model (BEM), which is a linear combination of the basis functions generated by 
the Karhunen-Loève transform, has been developed to describe a fast time-varying fiat-fading 
channel. Least squares (LS) has been used to determine the BEM coefficients, but the obtained 
coefficients become considerably unstable when the number of coefficients as well as the model 
order is bigger than the optimal one. Hence, the performance of LS is sensitive with respect to 
mismatches in the model order. 
In this thesis, we propose to use matching pursuit (MP) to specify the BEM coefficients for 
fast time-varying flat-fading channels. Further, sequential matching pursuit (SMP). is proposed 
by removing the selection process of MP so that the computational complexity is significantly 
reduced. Via computer-based simulations, it is shown that MP and SMP are able to provide 
a robust channel estimate when using more basis functions than necessary. A mathematical 
expression of the SMP performance is approximately established, and can be used to represent 
the MP performance to a certain extent. Besides, MP and SMP even perform well without the 
information of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 
The applications of MP and SMP in flat-fading channels are extended to an orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing (OFDM) system. For OFDM, there are channel variations in the 
time and frequency directions. Firstly, flat-fading subcarrier channels in OFDM are represented 
by the BEM in the time direction. The studies of MP and SMP for fiat-fading channels are sug-
gested to directly apply to the subchannels in OFDM. Secondly, a non-sample-spaced channel 
with a continuous power delay profile is described by the BEM along the frequency direction 
in OFDM. Both MP and SMP are also employed to determine the BEM coefficients in such an 
occasion. Finally, a cascading channel estimator formed by combining the above two channel 
estimation schemes in the time and frequency directions is studied. The effectiveness of these 
channel characterization schemes is verified by the simulation study. The robustness of MP 
and SMP, when the BEM uses a larger model order than the optimal one, is confirmed by the 
simulation result. 
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The 20th century has witnessed the explosive advances in wireless communications. Hundreds 
of thousands of base stations have been deployed around the world to constitute the contem-
porary telecommunication networks. Application services from voice in first generation (10) 
cellular networks [3],  to data in second generation (20) cellular networks [4], to multimedia in 
third generation (30) cellular networks [5], have been developed and provided. At any location, 
a person can expect ubiquitous personal communications of high quality. Moreover, novel and 
higher quality services are demanded by the customers. A lot of technology problems are being 
researched and tackled to pave the way for next generation wireless communication system. 
One of the technical challenges through the evolution of wireless mobile communications is the 
channel characterization, which is to acquire the knowledge of a wireless channel in a particular 
kind of environment by means of channel modeling, theoretical analysis, and experimental 
data [6]. As far as the first invention of wireless communication system, the acquisition of an 
accurate channel information is a typical problem in wireless transmissions. As the technology 
progresses, for example, from 10 to 20 to 30, the operational environment is more hostile 
and the requirement of channel characterization is higher. For future wireless applications with 
high-bit-rate multimedia service and high mobility, a reliable and accurate channel estimation 
technique is one of the key enablers. 
In order to achieve an accurate channel estimate under a high-mobility circumstance, channel 
modeling technique has been proposed and demonstrated to be a promising solution. One 
popular channel modeling scheme is the basis expansion model (BEM) [7] [8],  which exploits a 
small set of basis functions to describe the time-varying behaviour of wireless mobile channels. 
In this thesis, the work will focus on the BEM scheme. One of its problems is explored: perfor - 
mance sensitiveness with respect to the number of basis functions. A solution to this problem 
is proposed. A mathematical description is given to explain the performance of the suggested 
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scheme. To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed solution, it is applied to a simple as well 
as sophisticated wireless communication systems in a fast time-varying environment. 
1.2 Key contributions 
The contributions of this thesis are primarily dealing with matching pursuit (MP) and sequen-
tial matching pursuit (SMP) techniques, as well as their applications in the wireless channel 
characterization. The main contributions are now summarized as follows: 
• MP is proposed to determine the REM coefficient, when the discrete Karhunen-Loève 
(DKL) basis functions are used to represent a fast time-varying flat-fading channel. The 
proposed scheme is able to offer a robust channel estimate when using more basis func-
tions than necessary. Moreover, when there is no knowledge about signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR), MP can still provide a considerably good performance which is close to the opti-
mal. 
• The SMP algorithm is developed by optimizing MP and utilizing the average selection 
probability of the basis functions. In this way, a large amount of computational complex-
ity is saved. 
• A theoretical analysis of the SMP performance is established, and verified by a computer-
based simulation study. In addition, the analysis for SMP can be applied to MP to a 
certain extent. 
• It is proposed to apply the robust channel estimation scheme for flat-fading channels to 
the subcarrier channels in an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) system 
• The MP and SMP algorithms are utilized to estimate the BEM parameters, when BEM is 
constituted by shifted discrete prolate spheroidal (DPS) basis functions in the frequency 
direction to model the frequency variation of non-sampled-spaced frequency-selective 
channels. 
• It is proposed to connect the aforementioned two channel estimators in the time and 
frequency directions together. The suggested channel estimator operates in two phases: 
firstly in the time direction, and secondly in the frequency direction. 
PA 
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1.3 Thesis structure 
An outline of the rest of this thesis is given in this section. 
Chapter 2 presents the background of wireless channels and fundamentals of channel char -
acterization. The development of MP and its variants are introduced. The channel modeling 
technique of HEM is reviewed and presented with the examples of some detailed basis func-
tions. The channel estimation scheme using least squares (LS) is introduced, and its problem is 
discussed. 
Chapter 3 is dedicated to the channel estimation in fast time-varying flat-fading channels. 
The MP technique is employed to specify the BEM parameter. By removing the selection 
process in MP, SMP is established so that the operational complexity is significantly saved. 
A mathematical analysis of SMP is developed. The performance is investigated with respect 
to the model order, the number of pilots, and Doppler frequency mismatches in terms of both 
mean square error (MSE) and bit error rate (BER). The computational complexity is analysed 
and quantified in terms of floating-point operations (FLOPs). 
Chapter 4 is concentrated on the channel estimation in the OFDM system. The channel estima-
tion scheme in the time domain in Chapter 3 is directly applied to the subcarrier channels in the 
OFDM system. The performance is investigated with respect to the model order and Doppler 
frequency mismatches. Moreover, thanks to the duality of time and frequency, the idea of BEM 
in the time domain can be modified to describe the channel variation in the frequency domain. 
The non-sample-spaced frequency-selective channel with a continuous uniform power delay 
profile is considered, and the shifted DPS is utilized to model the frequency correlation across 
the subcarriers. MP and SMP are adopted as the estimation algorithms. The performance is ex-
plored with respect to the model order and channel delay mismatches. In addition, a cascading 
channel estimator is formed by combining the aforementioned two schemes sequentially. To be 
specific, the channel estimation is firstly implemented in the time domain, and secondly in the 
frequency domain. The performance is presented with respect to the model order. 
Chapter 5 provides a brief summary of the contents and highlights the special achievement in 
the thesis. The potential directions of future research topics are also discussed. 
Chapter 2 
Background and literature review 
2.1 Introduction 
The medium for transmission of a radio signal between a transmitter and receiver is widely 
known as wireless channel. Understanding of wireless channels lays the foundation of wire-
less communications. A good understanding of wireless channels essentially enables the high-
efficient and high-throughput wireless communications. Thus, the fundamentals of wireless 
channels and the background of channel characterization are reviewed in this chapter. More-
over, the matching pursuit (MP) algorithm and its variants are introduced. For channel model-
ing, basis expansion models (BEM) are reviewed, and introduced with the examples of some 
specific basis functions. Finally, the least squares (LS) algorithm is introduced, while the prob-
lem and limitation of the LS-based channel estimation scheme are discussed. 
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 presents the fundamentals of wireless channels. 
1n Section 2.3, it is reviewed the development of characterization of fast time-varying channels. 
In Section 2.4, the MP algorithm is presented as well as its variants, and a comprehensive 
comparison is driven. In Section 2.5, BEM is introduced, and some particular basis functions 
are also given. The channel estimation scheme utilizing pilot symbols is presented in Section 
2.6. The LS algorithm is introduced with its problem and limitation in Section 2.7. Finally, 
Section 2.8 concludes the chapter and summarizes the key findings. 
2.2 Wireless channels 
For wireless communications, a transmitted signal passes through the physical environment 
as it travels towards the receiver. Due to scattering and multipath effect, multiple versions of 
the transmitted signal undergo distinctively different propagation paths before reaching the re-
ceiver. At the receiver, the impinging signals superpose on each other, and thus give birth to 
fluctuations in the amplitude and phase of the final received signal. A typical scenario of mul- 






Figure 2.1: A typical scenario of multipath propagation channel for wireless communications. 
tipath propagation channel is presented in Fig. 2.1. As a result, the performance of a wireless 
communication system is essentially limited by the wireless channel. 
2.2.1 Pathloss, large-scale fading, small-scale fading 
There are fundamentally three factors which affect a wireless channel, namely, pathloss, large- 
scale fading, and small-scale fading [2]. In Fig. 2.2, an illustrative figure presents the three 
components in terms of signal power. The cause and influence of each factor is outlined below. 
• Pathioss: It occurs simply due to the distance effect. Signal strength gradually decreases 
as the signal moves in distance. The attenuation of signal power is a function of dis-
tance. Some empirical formulae are established to calculate the value of the pathloss, for 
example, the Hata model [9]. 
• Large-scale fading: This is mainly due to the large terrain attributes. The received signal 
is shadowed by large objects such as small hills or high buildings, and is impacted by 
three propagation mechanisms: reflection, diffraction as well as scattering. The large-
scale fading changes much more slowly compared with the small-scale fading, and thus, 
presents a slow long-term variation. Experiments show that the power variation of the 
received signal due to the large-scale fading could be modeled as the lognormal distribu-
tion [ 1 0]. 
• Small-scale fading: This is primarily due to multipath propagation, which delays, attenu-
ates and Doppler frequency spreads the signal. As a consequence, the signal contributions 
from different directions are summed up at the receiver either constructively or destruc-
tively. The received signal varies significantly over a very short distance, and presents a 
5 
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Figure 2.2: Pathloss, large-scale 'ading, small-scale fading vs the travelling distance. [1] 
dramatic short-term variation. 
In this thesis, the focus will be the small-scale fading, because the small-scale fading is more 
relevant to the design of stable and high-efficient communication systems. 
Effects contributing to the small-scale fading characteristic are very sophisticated. Two main 
factors are Doppler effect and multipath effect. In addition, wireless channels can be divided 
into two categories: flat-fading and frequency-selective channels. Next, we will introduce the 
two factors separately in the flat-fading and frequency-selective cases. 
2.2.2 Flat-fading channel 




where, a(t) and (t) are the amplitude and phase of the channel at time I. If there is a line-
of-sight (LOS) path between the transmitter and receiver, (t) is of a Rice distribution 121. If 
there is no LOS path, a(t) has a Rayleigh distribution [2], which is the case considered in this 
thesis. Moreover, ç(t) is assumed to be uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 27r). 
The flat-fading channel is mainly influenced by the Doppler effect. This effect determines the 
variation of channel in the time scale, i.e. how fast the channel varies in the time domain. Such 
a variation is caused by the relative motion between the transmitter and receiver. It is measured 
in terms of Doppler frequency as well as coherence time. When the relative motion between 
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the transmitter and receiver is of velocity ii, the resultant Doppler frequency is 
Id = Ic 	 (2.2) C 
where, Id is the Doppler frequency in Hertz; v is the speed of motion in meters per second; c 
is the speed of light; and f is the carrier frequency. As a consequence, the pure single carrier 
frequency f is spread into a Doppler spectrum of the interval (f - fd I + fa) with a baseband 
bandwidth Jd Thus, the Doppler effect causes a frequency dispersion of the transmitted signal. 
The Doppler power spectrum is the Fourier dual of the channel autocorrelation function. When 
h(t) is assumed to be a wide-sense stationary (WSS) stochastic process, and the autocorrelation 
function y (r) is defined as 
-y(T) = E{h(t + r) h*( r)} 	 (2.3) 
the Doppler power spectrum P(f) is obtained by the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation 
function as 
P(f) = F{'y(T)} 	 (2.4) 
In addition to the Doppler frequency, the other term to measure the Doppler effect is coherence 
time. The coherence time T t is defined as the reciprocal of Doppler frequency. 
Tct 	 (2.5) 
Id 
It is utilized to characterize the time-varying nature of the channel in the time domain. The 
channel b(t) within a period of coherence time is of a certain correlation. 
For a stationary channel, there is no motion between the transmitter and receiver. Thus, there 
is zero Doppler frequency and infinite coherence time. The channel information stays the same 
and does not change over a long period. 
For a slow fading channel, there is a small Doppler frequency and a large coherence time. The 
channel information over a long duration is of the same correlation and coherence. In some 
cases, the channel can be approximated to be static within a transmission block, and this type 
of channel is called as block-fading channel. 
For a fast fading channel with a large Doppler frequency, the coherence time is small and may 
have the same order of magnitude as the symbol interval. Therefore, the channel information 
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Figure 2.3: Impulse response of a time-varying frequency-selective channel, ii (t, 7- ). [21 
of the fast time-varying channel changes dramatically from symbol to symbol. 
2.2.3 Frequency-selective channel 
A frequency-selective channel can be modeled as a multi-tap channel [10] [11], and each tap 
is a single flat-fading channel. At time t and delay i, the channel impulse response h(t, T) is 
described mathematically as 
h(t, ) = 	i(t) 3t) 8(r - (t)) 	 (2.6) 
where, Lis the total number of channel taps; a, (t), 01(t), and T1 (t) denote the amplitude, phase, 
and path delay of the l-th tap, respectively. In Fig. 2.3, it is illustrated an impulse response of a 
time-varying frequency-selective channel. 
Accordingly, channel frequency response H(t, f) at time t and frequency f is given by 
11(1, f) = / 	h(t, ) e_32jT dr 	 (2.7) 
J—oo 
In addition to the Doppler effect, the frequency-selective channel is also influenced primarily 
by the multipath effect. The multipath effect will result in several versions of the transmitted 
signal arrived at the receiver sequentially, and thus, lead to a time dispersion of the transmitted 
signal. The multipath effect is described by two terms: power delay profile and coherence 
bandwidth. 
Power delay profile (PDP), which is also called as multipath intensity profile, represents the 
8 
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average power of a particular path delay. By calculating E{ I h(t, r) 12 } over time t, it gives rise 
to the power Pch (r) of the path delay T. 
Mean excess delay, root mean square (RMS) delay spread, and excess delay spread are the 
three multipath parameters which are used to portray a PDP. The mean excess delay is the 
first moment of the POP, and is defined as [2] 
_ (2.8) 
- 
The RMS delay spread a,- is the square root of the second central moment of the POP, and is 
defined as [2] 	 _________ 
	
= y2 - ()2 	 (2.9) 
where, the second moment as the excess delay spread -r 2 is given by 
172 = EjPch(Tl)T2 	 (2.10) 
EI Pc (Tj) 
Besides the PDP, the other term to quantify the multipath effect is coherence bandwidth Bob, 
which is defined as the reciprocal of RMS delay spread [2] 
(2.11) 
The coherence bandwidth indicates how quickly the channel changes in the frequency domain. 
The channel frequency response H(t, f) within a frequency segment of the coherence band-
width exhibits similar attributes. 
For a flat-fading channel, the signal bandwidth is narrower than the coherence bandwidth. The 
symbol duration is longer than the RMS delay spread. Therefore, one transmitted symbol 
undergoes similar channel impact in the frequency domain. There is no time dispersion of the 
transmitted symbol. 
For a frequency-selective channel, the signal bandwidth is larger than the coherence bandwidth. 
The symbol duration is smaller than the RMS delay spread. Thus, one transmitted symbol 
experiences different channel impacts in the frequency domain. There exists the time dispersion 
of the transmitted symbol. Each transmitted symbol will be spread into neighbouring symbols, 
and literature review 
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the channel fading types with respect to symbol period. [2] 
and it will give rise to inter-symbol interference (151). 
2.2.4 Channel classification 
According to time-varying rate and frequency-selectivity, there are four categories of wireless 
channels. The classification of wireless channels are summarized in Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5. 
In Fig. 2.4, the channel fading type is classified according to symbol period. Firstly, the symbol 
period T3 is compared with the coherence time T1. When 7' << Tt, it is slow fading. When 
T3 > Td, it is fast fading. Secondly, the symbol period T. is in comparison to the RMS delay 
spread a,-. When 7' < a,-, it is frequency-selective fading. When TI3 >> a,-, it is flat-fading. 
In Fig. 2.5, the channel fading type is classified with respect to signal bandwidth. Firstly, the 
signal bandwidth B 3 is compared with the Doppler frequency fd.  When B 3  < fa, it is fast 
fading. When B 3 >> fd, it is slow fading. Secondly, the signal bandwidth B3 is in comparison 
to the coherence bandwidth Bd. When B 3 << B,t, it is flat-fading. When B 3 > B,t, it is 
frequency-selective fading. 
Among the four kinds of the fading channels, the big challenges are the fast time-varying flat-
fading and frequency-selective channels, which are the targets in this thesis. 
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of the channel fading types with respect to signal bandwidth. [2] 
2.3 Characterization of fast time-varying channels 
Even without the channel information, it is still possible to transmit and receive symbols ef-
fectively through wireless channels. For example, differential phase-shift keying (DPSK) [10] 
which is adopted for low data rate transmission in the European digital audio broadcast (DAB) 
system [12]. But, it has a drawback of 3 dB performance loss as penalty [10]. Thus, an accurate 
channel estimation is demanded for high-efficient and high-throughput communications. 
Traditionally, estimations for time-varying channels are mainly accomplished by using an adap-
tive algorithm, e.g. least mean squares (LMS) or recursive least squares (RLS) [13]. When the 
channel variation is relatively slow compared with the algorithm's convergence time, the ap-
proach is able to produce the channel estimation very well [14]. However, because it does not 
explicitly consider the time-variant nature of the channel, the approach fails the rapidly time-
varying channel [7]. Thus, in such cases, the explicit model of channel characteristics is called 
for. 
It is common to assume the time-varying channel as a WSS stochastic process [10]. Kalman 
filter, which utilizes the assumption and the channel statistics, has been proposed to produce the 
time-varying channel coefficient [15]. If the time-varying channel can be modeled as autore-
gressive (AR) or autoregressive-moving average (ARMA) process, and the model parameters 
can be perfectly accomplished by some means [16] [17], the Kalman filter technique provides 
an optimal channel tracking [18]. Moreover, when the system function for channel modeling 
is non-linear or the noise is non-Gaussian, extended Kalman filter [19] [20] and particle flu- 
ter [21] [22] are proposed to deal with such a scenario. However, when the channel statistics 
change, the performances of these channel estimators deteriorate significantly. 
and literature review 
Recently, many research works pay more attention to a parsimonious and deterministic channel 
model, i.e. BEM. The BEM scheme is established based on the assumption of periodically time-
varying channels [7].  With this assumption, the time-varying channel can be approximated by a 
linear combination of a small number of basis functions. In this thesis, the BEM technique will 
be utilized to represent the time-varying channel, and the channel characterization is converted 
to the determination of the expansion coefficients in BEM. 
2.4 Matching pursuit 
The MP algorithm is first introduced in the context of time frequency analysis [23], and dis-
cussed in details in the book [24]. Its aim is to approximate an observation signal via a linear 
combination of elements which are adaptively selected from a redundant set of candidate ba-
sis functions. Its core is the adaptive selection of the important basis functions as well as the 
determination of the associated coefficients. For instance, when Na  components are collected 
from a redundant dictionary f ui I i 0, 1,. D - 1} so as to approach an observation signal, 
it can be expressed as 
(2.12) 
where, h is the observation signal in the form of column vector; Uk and Oki  are the basis vector 
and the corresponding coefficient of index k, respectively. 
These basis functions are collected iteratively in a greedy strategy as the one that best matches 
the observation signal structure is chosen at each iteration. Although the iterative manner makes 
MP nonlinear, the energy conservation of MP secures the convergence of its performance as the 
iteration progresses. Several similar concepts as MP have been explored in different contexts 
with different names, for example, in statistics under the name of projection pursuit regression 
[25], in source codings under the name of shape-gain vector quantization [26]. 
The original invention of MP is aiming at orthogonal basis functions. However, when MP is 
applied to non-orthogonal basis functions, the correlation between basis functions will make 
MP suffer from two drawbacks: slow convergence and the re-selection problem [241 [ 27]. For 
correlated basis functions, updating the residual of the observation signal in the MP operation 
may re-introduce extra elements as interferences to the residual. That is because the update 
process in MP is to remove the residual's projection along the current selected basis function 
12 
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from the residual itself. For example, when the vector Uk,,, is selected and the coefficient 6k.  
is determined at the m-th iteration, the observation signal h(m)is  updated accordingly. 
h(m) = h"1 - Ok,, Uk 	 (2.13) 
where, h(— ) 	h(m) are the observation signal at the m4-th and m-th iteration, respectively. 
When the residual's projection contains the components of already collected basis functions 
due to the non-orthogonality, the removal of the projection will add the opposites of these 
components back to the residual. As a result, the residual of the observation signal will decrease 
slightly, and the convergence of MP performance is slowed down by the non-orthogonality of 
basis functions. What is worse, if the residual's projection has a very strong correlation with 
the already collected basis functions, the update process will add a large interference to the 
residual. At the following iteration, a previously chosen basis function will be selected again 
for the second time. Consequently, MP encounters the re-selection problem. 
2.4.1 Variants and evolutions of matching pursuit 
In order to speed up the performance convergence and eliminate the re-selection problem 
of MP, a modified version of MP has been proposed, namely, orthogonal matching pursuit 
(OMP) [28] [29] [24]. OMP inherits all the procedures from MP, and adds an extra step of 
orthogonalizing all the chosen basis functions before the step of producing the coefficients. 
With the orthogonalization step, OMP never adds extra components as interferences back to 
the residual, and consequently, has a fast convergence speed, which can not be achieved by MP. 
It should be noted that OMP virtually employs the LS technique to determine the coefficients 
so as to remove the interference and improve the performance [30]. Besides, OMP never se-
lects the same basis functions twice, since the obtained residual is processed to be orthogonal to 
all the chosen basis functions [30]. Therefore, OMP has successfully avoided the re-selection 
problem of MP at the same time. The two advantages of OMP are accomplished at the cost of 
large computational complexity for the orthogonalization. - 
Although OW has overcome the two problems of MP successfully, it has another shortcoming. 
Because OMP selects the basis function according to the rule in MP, the selection criterion is 
not optimal in a mean square error (MSE) sense when approximating an observation signal [31] 
[32]. 
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An advanced version of MP, which can approach an observation signal optimally in the sense 
of MSE, has been suggested and named after orthogonal least squares (OLS) [33]. OLS is im-
plemented by means of orthogonalizing both the collected and candidate basis functions during 
the orthogonalization step, whilst OMP is by orthogonalizing only the collected basis functions. 
Such an orthogonalization of the candidate basis functions in OLS enables it to approximate 
an observation signal optimally in a MSE sense, and thus, have a faster performance conver -
gence than OMP. Certainly, OLS has neither slow convergence nor re-selection problem. But, 
OLS has heavier computational requirement than OMP due to orthogonalizing the candidate 
basis functions. In the signal processing literature, OLS has been discovered several times in-
dependently by many researchers. For example, by Natarajan [34], Gharavi-Alkhansari and 
Huang [35], Rebollo-Neira and Lowe [31]. 
Because of the small differences between OMP and OLS, unfortunately, by far there is still a 
widespread confusion of OMP and OLS in the literature. This misunderstanding starts from 
[29] stating that OMP has been introduced for control applications in [33] which is actually 
OLS. What is worse, [35] dose not help the problem. In [35], it intends to refer to OMP, but 
regards OLS as OMP, and actually talks about OLS. At last, [36] points out the tiny but critical 
differences between OMP and OLS with a clear statement. Their fundamental differences are 
on the candidates of selection procedure as well as the objects of orthogonalization operation. 
In OMP the candidates of the selection procedure are the original basis functions, while in 
OLS they are the updated basis functions after the orthogonalization. In OMP the objects of 
orthogonalization are only the chosen basis functions, whilst, in OLS they are both the chosen 
and candidate basis functions. As a result, a derivative differenceis that, OLS is capable to 
perform optimally in a MSE sense while OMP is not. 
Though OMP and OLS are different from each other, both of them belong to the LS technique 
since they adopt the same LS algorithm to produce the coefficients of basis functions. In other 
words, they apply LS to the collected basis functions, although the specific basis functions 
are selected according to different selection criteria. If the already collected and utilized basis 
functions are the same, all of the OMP, OLS and LS will produce exactly the same result. 
To offer a clear comparison and contrast of MP, OMP and OLS, a summary is presented with 
respect to three items which are residual, collected and candidate basis functions in Table 2.1. 
It is found that, only MP will add the interference to the residual of the observation signal, 
because only MP does not orthogonalize the collected basis functions. In other words, orthog- 
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MP OMP OLS 
update the residual with interference x x 
orthogonalize the collected basis functions x 
orthogonalize the candidate basis functions x x 
Table 2.1: Comparison and contrast of MI', OMP and OLS algorithms. 
onalizing the collected basis functions in OMP and OLS eliminates the interference which will 
otherwise be combined to the residual. Furthermore, only OLS orthogonalizes the candidate 
set while both MP and OMP do not. That is why only OLS is optimal in a sense of MSE when 
approaching the observation signal. 
Moreover, there is another variant of the MP scheme. It uses MP to identify the significant basis 
functions followed by using LS to estimate all the corresponding coefficients at one time [37] 
[38]. Actually, it belongs to the category of the LS technique as OMP and OLS do. The main 
difference among them is the selection strategy, in which way the basis functions are selected. 
Given the same chosen basis functions, they will produce the same performance. 
The aforementioned algorithms are locally optimal based on a greedy strategy. Modifications 
of operating in a recursive manner have been suggested to extend the algorithms to be glob-
ally optimal or to further reduce the number of coefficients. For example, backward-optimized 
orthogonal matching pursuit in a forward-backward style [32]. But, these modifications re-
quire too much computational complexity which prevents them from feasible implementations. 
Therefore, they will not be considered in this thesis. 
2.4.2 Matching pursuit in channel estimation 
Motivated by the fact that the MP algorithm is an efficient method to a sparse representation 
problem, MP has been used for the characterization of sparse channels in diverse operation 
scenarios with particular communication systems. For example, a sparse profile of channel 
impulse response exists in hilly terrain channels [39], underwater acoustic channels [40], and 
high definition television channels [41]. MP is adopted when orthogonal frequency division 
multiplexing (OFDM) is utilized as the transmission scheme in [42]. 
In [43] [44],  a stationary sparse channel with a large delay spread and few non-zero taps is 
considered. MP is used to directly estimate the channel, i.e. obtain the non-zero coefficients of 
the channel impulse response. It is shown that MP provides more accurate channel estimates 
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than LS for time-invariant sparse channels. However, the basic configuration of MP does not 
integrate any knowledge about the channel variation. As a consequence, in a time-varying 
environment, MP is not able to update the channel estimate or track the time-variant channel. 
This problem has also been recognized in [43] [44], and it is suggested to utilize the detected 
data symbol to help update the channel estimate in a feedback manner. But, the suggested 
scheme is still using the conventional MP structure which has no information about the time 
variations of the channel. 
For rapidly time-varying channels, [37] [38] propose to incorporate a channel model into the 
existing MP scheme in [44], since the channel estimators with explicitly modeling the time 
variations are more successful than those without as reported in [7] [14]. By this means, the 
individual channel taps of a time-varying sparse channel are described by a linear combination 
of polynomial basis functions. MP is employed to determine the coefficients of the basis func-
tions rather than the actual channel impulse response. With the obtained expansion coefficients, 
the channel impulse response is then reconstructed. It is shown that, for time-varying sparse 
channels, MP combined with basis functions outperforms the LS counterpart as well as the 
basic MP without basis functions [37]. 
By far, the applications of MP in the channel characterization are only focused on the sparse 
time-invariant and time-variant channels. It is shown that MP is able to produce a more accu-
rate performance than LS. However, the consideration will move to non-sparse time-varying 
channels in this thesis. For non-sparse channels, MP will have advantages in other aspects. 
2.5 Basis expansion model 
The idea of BEM is first introduced in [7].  Its goal is to approximate a time-varying channel 
by a linear superposition of a small number of basis functions. It is concentrated on the design 
of the optimal basis function under a certain criterion. For example, a time-varying flat-fading 
channel for a transmission block can be represented by 
N0 -1 
h= E Oi ui 	 (2.14) 
where, h = [h(Oj, h(i),. , h(N_1)]T is the N x 1 vector of the channel response at time 
= Q,... ,N-1; ui in a transmission block, and Oi are the i-th basis vector and the associated 
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coefficient, respectively; Na  is the number of basis vectors used for channel modeling. 
In this way, a stochastic time-varying channel is approximated by a deterministic model, while 
only the model parameters need to be specified in order to produce the channel estimate. As a 
result, the characterization of time-variant channels has been converted into the identification of 
the time-invariant basis coefficients. In addition, another benefit of REM is to reduce the total 
number of unknowns, since the number of BEM coefficients is usually less than the number of 
channel response [8]. 
To offer an accurate approximation of a time-variant channel, various basis functions have been 
proposed and investigated. In [7], complex-exponentials, i.e. Fourier, is first used as the basis 
function, and so does in [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55]. Oversampled 
Fourier employs the complex-exponentials, which are more closely positioned in the frequency 
domain compared with the traditional Fourier, has been studied in [56] [57] [58]. A great 
amount of attention has been paid to polynomials in [14] [59]. Its performance is quite sensi-
tive with respect to the Doppler frequency, although it provides a better performance for low 
Doppler frequency than for high Doppler frequency. Moreover, spline has b ,  een studied in [60], 
whilst wavelet in [61] [62]. There are also combinations of the aforementioned basis functions 
for diverse applications in [63] [64] [65]. 
The desirable basis function is the optimally parsimonious one, which can best represent a 
time-variant channel with the smallest number of basis functions. In this thesis, the basis func-
tion is designed to approach the time-varying channel optimally in the sense of MSE. In other 
words, the optimal basis function gains the maximum energy concentration of the channel, and 
produces the minimum MSE between the true channel and its estimate, when using the same 
number of basis functions. 
Finally, it has been verified that Karhunen-Loève transform of a certain kind of Doppler power 
spectrum is able to generate the demanded basis functions [66]. The optimal BEM in the 
sense of MSE is produced by reduced-rank decomposing the related autocorrelation matrix of 
the Doppler power spectrum. For time-varying channels of a U-shaped Doppler power spec-
trum, i.e. Jake's Doppler spectrum [67], the optimal basis function is discrete Karhunen-Loeve 
(DKL) [68] [13] [69].  For time-variant channels of a rectangular Doppler power spectrum, the 
optimal basis function is reported to be discrete prolate spheroidal (DPS) [8]. Fourier basis is 
optimal for channels of a white power spectrum [66]. Note that, although the optimal BEM 
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Figure 2.6: U-shaped Doppler power spectrum with the maximum Doppler frequency fd. 
is a deterministic model, the underlying property which it implicitly exploits is the stationary 
stochastic nature of the channel, i.e. its second-order statistics [70]. 
Due to the time-frequency duality, the basis function to present the frequency variation of chan-
nels can also be achieved in a similar way. For example, it is suggested to use a shifted DPS 
basis function to model the channel frequency response which has a uniform PDP [71] [72]. 
Next, three optimal basis functions will be introduced in details. They are DKL, DPS, and 
shifted DPS. 
2.5.1 DKL basis functions 
DKL basis functions are optimal with respect to time-varying channels of a U-shaped Doppler 
power spectrum in the sense of MSE [69]. It is generated by using the singular value decom-
position (SVD) on an autocorrelation matrix corresponding to a U-shaped Doppler spectrum. 
The U-shaped Doppler spectrum, i.e. Jake's Doppler spectrum [67], is described by its power 
spectral density function as 
( 	1 if [<Id 
PJ(f)=ifd1— (f\2 r) 	 (2.15) 
0, 	 otherwise 
An illustration of U-shaped Doppler power spectrum is given in Fig. 2.6. 
The autocorrelation function of the U-shaped Doppler power spectrum in Eq. (2.15) is produced 
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by 
yj(r) = .1'{Pj(f)} = Jo(27rfd7) 	 (2.16) 
where, J°(.) is the zero-th order Bessel function of the first kind. 
Therefore, the autocorrelation matrix, i.e. Rhh = E{hh"}, of the U-shaped Doppler power 
spectrum is accomplished. The entry (i, 1) in 	is hh 
R?(i, 1) = E{h(iT8 ) It (1T3 )} = 7j((i - 1)T5 ) = Jo(2lrfdTs (i —1)) 	(2.17) hh 
where, i,I=O,1, 	N—i. 
The demanded DKL basis vectors are achieved by implementing the SVD operation on the 
autocorrelation matrix, as 
R=UAU" 	 (2.18) hh 
where, U = [uo, u1, 	, UJ-/_] is the N x N matrix consisting of N eigenvectors; A is the 
N x N diagonal matrix with eigenvalues [Ao, A1, 	,AN_1] as its diagonal, and A0 	At 
AN 1. The produced eigenvectors are the desired DKL basis vectors, and denoted as 
U(DKL). The obtained eigenvalues are denoted as A(DKL).  Note that, since the autocorrelation 
matrix in Eq. (2.17) is symmetric and nonnegative definite, SVD is equivalent to eigen-
value decomposition. Thus, singular vectors and singular values correspond to eigenvectors 
and eigenvalues, respectively. 
2.5.2 BPS basis functions 
Following the same process of the DKL generation, DPS basis functions, which are optimal 
to time-variant channels of a rectangular Doppler spectrum, are also produced. A rectangular 






An illustration of rectangular Doppler power spectrum is given in Fig. 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7: Rectangular Doppler power spectrum with the maximum Doppler frequency fd• 
The associated autocorrelation function is given by 
7R(7- ) = F 1 {Pg(f)} 
- sin(2fdr) (2.20) 
- 2irfar 
Therefore, the corresponding autocorrelation matrix 	is achieved, and defined by its entry hh 
as  
R 	
sin(2fdTs(i - 1)) 	 (2.21) (i,1) 
= 	?rfdTs (z—l) 
where, i,l=0,1, 	,N-1. 
Via utilizing the SVD on the autocorrelation matrix, it will produce the DPS basis vectors as 
Rj=UAU' 	 (2.22) 
where, U = [uo, u1, 	,UN_i] consists of N eigenvectors, which are the attained DPS basis 
functions and denoted as U(Dps).  The achieved eigenvalues are denoted as A(Dps). 
2.5.3 Shifted DPS basis functions 
The previously mentioned basis functions, i.e. DKL and DPS, are concerned with variations in 
the time domain. Thanks to the duality of time and frequency, these basis functions can also be 
employed to represent variations in the frequency domain after appropriate modifications. 
In [71] [72] [73], it is suggested to use a shifted DPS basis function to represent a channel 
frequency response which has a continuous uniform PDP. To be specific, the shifted DPS basis 
function is able to provide an optimal approximation of the channel frequency response of a 
continuous uniform PDP, given the same number of basis functions. Actually, it is a frequency 
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Figure 2.8: Uniform power delay profile with the maximum path delay Tm. 
domain counterpart of the conventional DPS due to time-frequency duality. The conventional 
DPS is to express the time correlation of a channel with a rectangular Doppler power spectrum, 
whilst the shifted DIPS is to depict the frequency correlation of a channel with a rectangular 
PDP. 






Tmax ' 	 (2.23) 
0, otherwise 
where, Tmax is the maximum path delay. An illustration of uniform PDP is given in Fig. 2.8. 
The shifted DPS is generated by applying the time-shift operation to the traditional DPS. Firstly, 
the conventional DPS basis functions {uj i = 0, 1, .. N - 11, which are timelimited to 
[0, N - 1] and bandlimited to [- T­  
B s, rma;13s] will be produced by using the SVD on the 
matrix. The autocorrelation matrix 	is specified byhh 
(U)' 	= sin(irrmax Bs (i —1)) 	 (2.24) 
hII  lrTmax B8 (i —1) 
where, i,l=0,1, 	N—i. 
Then, it is produced the conventional DPS vector. 
R=UAU" 	 (2.25) hh 
where, U = [no, u1, 	,UN_i] is the N x N matrix consisting of N DPS basis vectors. 
Note that, the result of the inverse Fourier transform of the shifted DPS is expected to concen- 
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trate in [0, Tmax B3 ] as one-sided PDP. To obtain basis vectors of one-sided PDP, a time-shift 
matrix is applied to the vectors {u1 I i = 0 1, 	,N-1 } of two-sided power spectrum. There- 
fore, the shifted DPS basis vector Ivi I i = 0, 1, 	, N— 11 is produced by 
Vi = S u 
	 (2.26) 
where, S is a diagonal matrix with [e_3Tma8s  e 	Tm31s3,... , e—iff 	as its diago- 
nal. 
After the time-shift operation, the resultant correlation matrix can be achieved by the unaffected 
eigenvalues along with the shifted DPS vectors. 
R=VAV 	 (2.27) hh 
where, V = [vo,vi,.. vp_i] is the N x N matrix consisting of the shifted DPS basis vectors; 
and  = SU. 
It is confirmed that the obtained correlation matrix 	is the one that has been mathematically hh 
expressed in [74]. To be specific, the correlation matrix, which has been generated by our 
process, is actually 	
1 - 	
(2.28) R (U) (i,1) 	
j2Tm B3 (i —1) 
where, i,1=0,l, 	,N-1. 
By far, the shifted DPS basis function, which is able to produce an optimal approximation to 
the channel frequency response of a continuous uniform PDP, has been produced and denoted 
as V( S h[ftd Drs)• The corresponding eigenvalues are denoted as A( shjfted DPS) 
2.6 Pilot symbol assisted modulation 
For the channel estimation utilizing the BEM technique, only the BEM coefficient is required 
in order to construct the entire channel. The BEM parameter is obtained when the transmitted 
symbols are either known to the receiver or not. When some of the transmitted symbols are 
available to the receiver, these known symbols, which are called as pilots, assist the channel 
estimation. Therefore, it is pilot-assisted channel estimation. On the contrary, when there is no 
access to the transmitted symbols, it is blind channel estimation. Besides, there is semiblind 
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channel estimation which is a compromise between the pilot-assisted and blind channel esti-
mations. The BEM coefficient has been obtained under the above channel estimation schemes. 
In [14] [75] [51] [8], pilot-assisted channel estimation is used to achieve the BEM parameter. 
In [46] [48] [76] [52], blind channel estimation is adopted to produce the coefficient. 
For fast time-varying channels, channel state information changes considerably from symbol to 
symbol. Since the pilots are to sample a channel at the pilot grid, the channel estimation method 
based on the pilot symbols is better at characterizing time-varying channels compared with the 
blind and semiblind channel estimation schemes [77]. Moreover, the blind channel estimation 
scheme usually uses the high order statistics, which makes the implementaion computationally 
expensive and even prohibitive, to produce the coefficient [45]. Therefore, by considering the 
aspect of accuracy and complexity, we choose pilot symbol assisted modulation (PSAM) and 
focus on the pilot-assisted channel estimation in this thesis 
The performance of the PSAM technique is affected by three issues, which are the number, the 
power, and the location of pilot symbols in a transmission block. 
Generally, an appropriate number of pilots play a key role in the channel estimation. Increasing 
pilots can sample the time-variant channel more frequently, and improve the perfornance of 
the channel estimation at the cost of low data throughput. Decreasing pilots can reduce the 
overhead of training, but less frequent sampling of the time-varying channel will result in a 
performance loss of the channel estimation. Therefore, a trade-off between the information 
throughput and the channel estimation performance needs to be carefully considered. 
Furthermore, concerning the specific number of pilots in our case, another two points are taken 
into account. Firstly, in order to ensure the number of equations is equal to or bigger than 
the number of unknowns, the number of pilots is expected to be equal to or larger than the 
number of basis functions in the dictionary. Secondly, in order to guarantee a high throughput 
of the effective data, the number of pilots is demanded to be as small as possible. With the two 
considerations, the number of pilots in our case is designed to be exactly the number of basis 
functions in the dictionary. 
With respect to the training pattern, the periodically placed pilots with equi-power have been 
shown to be optimal for most of the applications [78]. Although, the optimal pattern in our case 
is not yet known to the author. Intuitively, the uniform training structure with equi-power pilots 
may be optimal or nearly optimal to our situation. Therefore, the pilots are positioned with a 
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periodic placement throughout the whole transmission block in this thesis. 
In addition, a bit error rate (BER) performance is produced as in [79]. The decision boundary is 
scaled and rotated according to the obtained channel estimate. The received symbol is detected 
with respect to the updated decision boundary. By comparing the detected data bits with the 
actually transmitted data bits, the BER performance is attained. 
2.7 Least squares algorithm and its problem 
After the channel estimates at the pilot positions are accomplished via PSAM, the BEM coeffi-
cients are produced from these channel estimates by some means. The LS algorithm has been 
proposed to determine the BEM parameters in [14] [8] [58]. When Na  significant basis vectors 
are used to model the channel, Na coefficients, which contain most of the channel energy, are 
produced by LS. Finally, the Na parameters associated with the basis vectors will be utilized 
to reconstruct the channel of the entire block. The detailed operations of LS are presented as 
follows. 
The time-varying flat-fading channel is contaminated by the additive noise, as 
(2.29) 
where, h and h are the N x 1 vectors of the noisy channel measurement and actual channel 
response, respectively; tj is the N x 1 vector consisting of independent identically distributed 
(i.i.d.) Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance 
When Na important basis vectors are adopted, the channel vector h is expressed by the BEM 
as 
00 




and in matrix notation as 
h = we 	 (2.31) 
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where, 




U is the N x N matrix consisting of basis vectors; 0 = Eec, Oi,.. , ON. I is the Na x 1 
vector consisting of basis expansion coefficients; and Na is the number of basis vectors used 
for channel modeling. 
The channel estimate at the training pattern is obtained with the aid of the known pilot symbols. 
Thus, we have 
hp  = h + ij 	 (2.32) 
where, h 1,, h, and tj, are the subsampled versions of the noisy channel estimate h, the true 
channel h, and the noise ij at the pilot positions, respectively. 
Accordingly, the BEM is subsampled at the pilot grid. 
00 
0 
= [ 110'po,p ul,p 	
1 
UNa_lip I 	: (2.33) 
and in matrix notation as 





{u1, I i = O,1, 	Na 11, U, and WI 1, are the subdivisions of fui I i = 0,1, 	Na 1}, 
U, and Mt based on the training pattern, respectively. 
When relying on the LS algorithm to gain the BEM coefficient, the following LS problem is 
solved. 
O = argmin ifip - WO 2 	 (2.35) 
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As a result, the solution as the BEM parameter is accomplished by 
(2.36) 




So far, we have attained the whole channel estimate h by means of LS. The performance of the 
channel estimator is measured in terms of MSE, which is defined by 
MSE = Eh - 	 (2.39) IV 
When LS uses the first N0  basis vectors, its MSE performance is quantified by [80] 
N-i 




where, (Ai F i •= N0 ,N0+l ,... N-11 are the eigenvalues related to the basis vectors (Uj I i = 
Na,Na +1, 	,N1}. 
When all the transmitted symbols are only pilots without any data, Eq. (2.40) will become [8] 
N-i 
MSE(Ls)(Na ) = 	Exi+aNa 	 (2.41)17 
Although the LS technique is capable to produce an accurate estimate of the BEM coefficient 
as well as the time-variant channel, an appropriate number of the basis functions, i.e. the model 
order, is crucial to the channel estimation performance. A simple number, N. = 2NfdT s + 1, 
has been widely adopted as the number of basis functions for convenience [8]. However, this 
simple number as the model order is not large enough to provide an optimal performance for 
any application [58]. In other words, there is a big modeling error due to the insufficient model 
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order. To reduce the modeling error and gain a higher accuracy, more basis functions are 
suggested. Unfortunately, a larger model order makes the performance -vulnerable to noise, 
since the extra basis functions will amplify the unwanted noise [58]. 
Both Zemen et al. and Tang et al. have recognized this challenge, and tried to tackle it under the 
LS frame. However, both proposals have their own problems when implemented in practical 
situations. 
For the former, it established a mathematical equation to calculate the optimal number of basis 
functions for a particular application [81]. The optimal model order is accomplished by 
Na0Pt) = arg min - 	Aj + 	tr{{ww}}} 	(2.42) 
{ 1N-1  Na . Ni_N 
But, this equation needs a precise knowledge of the instantaneous noise power 0, 2  as well as 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which is changing rapidly and usually hard to attain accurately in 
a fast time-varying channel. The mismatch in the model order will lead to a performance loss. 
For the latter, the training pattern was altered in [82]. By this means, the resultant training 
grid will change the matrix W so as to produce a small value of the item tr { {wj w 
}t } 
as well as the MSE in Eq.(2.40). However, the proposed pilot structure is far away from the 
periodic placement which has been shown to be optimal for most cases [78]. 
One point, which should be emphasized, is that, although there are some alternatives of LS, they 
require more priori knowledge than LS. Their performances are heavily dependent on the priori 
knowledge. For example, the Tikhonov regularization method, which is able to produce an 
approximation result of LS, needs a careful design of the predetermined Tikhonov matrix [83]. 
The value of the Tilthonov matrix plays a key role in the final performance. In other words, the 
performance is sensitive to the priori information. Therefore, the LS alternatives will not be 
considered in this thesis. 
As a result, a reliable algorithm with a robust performance is desired when there is a mismatch 
in the model order. 
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2.8 Chapter summary 
In this chapter, the fundamentals of wireless channels and the estimation of fast time-varying 
channels have been reviewed. Fast time-varying channels are considered in this thesis. MP 
and its variants have been discussed comparatively. The applications of MP in channel charac-
terization are summarized. The BEM technique is utilized to model the time-varying channel. 
The optimal basis function for the time-varying channel with a certain Doppler power spectrum 
is produced by Karhunen-Loève transform. Moreover, it is introduced the detailed genera-
tion process of DKL, DPS and shifted DPS basis functions, which are optimal to the U-shaped 
Doppler spectrum, the rectangular Doppler spectrum and the uniform PDP, respectively. PSAM 
is adopted, whilst the training pattern of the equi-power and equi-distance pilots is used. It is 
reported that, when LS is used to estimate the BEM coefficient, it suffers from a problem of 
noise enhancement as more basis functions are employed. Therefore, a robust algorithm is 
demanded to offer a reliable channel estimate when more basis functions than necessary are 
utilized. 
Chapter 3 
For fast time-varying flat-fading 
channels 
3.1 Introduction 
A flat-fading channel is the simplest fading model for wireless channels. In this chapter, we 
will focus on channel estimations for fast time-varying flat-fading channels. 
In the previous chapter, the fundamentals of wireless channels have been reviewed, and the 
HEM method for modeling time-varying channels has been introduced. When BEM is adopted 
to represent the time-variant channel, LS is employed to determine the coefficient of the basis 
function so as to accomplish the channel estimate [8]. However, the LS scheme is reported to 
be sensitive to the number of basis functions, i.e. the model order, in [58]. Since the channel is 
time-varying rapidly, a robust channel estimator, which can tolerate mismatches in the number 
of basis functions and produce reliable results, is greatly desired. 
In this thesis, we propose to use MP instead of LS to produce the HEM coefficient in order to 
deal with the problem of the model order sensitiveness. However, the computational complexity 
of MP is a big barrier to practical implementations. What is worse, the operational behaviour 
of MP is too random to develop a simple mathematical analysis. In order to reduce the compu-
tational load, sequential matching pursuit (SMP) is proposed by disabling the selection process 
in MP and forcing the basis functions to be collected in their original arrangement. In this way, 
an analytic expression of the SMP performance is also approximately established. Further, the 
obtained analysis of SMP can be applied to MP to some extent. 
Contributions in this chapter: 
• Propose to use MP to produce the expansion coefficients in HEM, when DKL basis func-
tions are adopted to model a fast time-varying flat-fading channel. The proposed scheme 
is able to offer a reliable channel estimate when using more basis functions than neces- 
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sary. Moreover, when there is no knowledge about SNR, MP can still provide a consid-
erably good performance which is close to the optimal. 
• Propose the SMP algorithm by optimizing MP and utilizing the average selection proba-
bility of the basis functions. By this means, a large amount of computational complexity 
is saved. 
• Develop a theoretical analysis of the SNIP performance. The established mathematical 
expression is verified by computer-based simulation studies. In addition, the analysis for 
SMP can be applied to MP to a certain extent. 
The chapter is organized as follows: a problem formulation of characterizing time-varying flat-
fading channels is given in Section 3.2. The operation of the MP algorithm is introduced in 
details in Section 3.3, and followed by the SMP algorithm in Section 3.4. A theoretical analysis 
of the SMP performance is derived and presented in Section 3.5. Computer-based simulation 
studies are given and the results are analysed in Section 3.6. The operational complexities of 
LS, MP and SMP are calculated and compared in Section 3.7. Finally, the key findings are 
summarized in Section 3.8. 
3.2 Problem formulation 
Let us consider a baseband-equivalent discrete-time representation of a wireless communication 
over a fiat-fading channel with a single transmit and receive antenna. The received signals in a 
transmission block can be formulated by 
Y (0) 	x(0) 	 h(0) 
Y (i) 	= 	x(i) 	 h(i) 	 (3.1) 
y(N-1) 	 x(N-1) 	h(N-1)  
and in matrix notation as 
(3.2) 
where, y = [y(0), 	... y (N-1)IT is the N x 1 vector consisting of the received symbols; 
X is the N x N diagonal matrix with transmitted symbols [x(0), x(1), .. x(N-1)] as its 
diagonal; h = [h(0), h(1),... , h(N_1)]T is the N x 1 vector of the channel response; i = 
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the training pattern P = {2, 7, 12, 17} defined by Eq. (3.4) for 
20 and N2 = 4. 
, (N_l)IT is the N x 1 vector of the i.i.d. complex Gaussian noise with zero-
mean and variance o. The stochastic channel his assumed to be uncorrelated with the random 
noise t. Without loss of generality, both channel power and symbol energy will be normalized 
to unity, i.e. E{Ih(n)[2} = E{Ix(n)!2} = 1, so that SNR is defined as SNR = 1/o. 
The channel observation is contaminated by noise, as 
(3.3) 
where, fi = [ i(Q), i(i),... , 7l(N_1)1T is the N xl vectors of the noisy channel measurement; 
71 = [rj(0), ij(i),. 	77(N-1 )]T  is the N x 1 vector of random noise. Because tj = x 1 , and 
E{x(n)I2} = 1, the random noise tj has the same statistics as , e.g. 	= o. Thus, SNR is 
also defined as SNR = 1/a. 
3.2.1 Pilot symbol assisted modulation 
In this thesis, PSAM [79], where pilot symbols are multiplexed with data symbols in a transmis-
sion block, is exploited. The locations of pilots influence the channel estimation performance. 
But, the optimal pilot structure for our application is not yet known to the author. However, 
uniformly distributed pilots have been proved to be optimal for most situations [78]. Intuitively 
speaking, the uniform pattern may be optimal or nearly optimal for our case. Therefore, in this 
thesis, the pilots are positioned with a periodic placement throughout the whole transmission 
block. 
Let us define N2  as the number of pilots in a block, and accordingly, there are N— N 2 data 
symbols in a block. Therefore, the index set of the pilot symbols is specified by 
i=0,1, 	N2 -1} 
	
(3.4) 
In Fig. 3.1, an example of the pilot placement defined by Eq. (3.4) is presented. 
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3.2.2 Channel estimation 
The procedure of pilot-symbol-based channel characterization is firstly to obtain the channel 
estimate at the pilot grid, and subsequently to reconstruct the entire channel by interpolating 
the available channel estimate at the pilot positions. To be specific, the initial channel estimate 
at the pilot locations is achieved by 
hp = X Yp 	 (3.5) 
where, h, X, and Yp  are the subsampled counterparts of h, X and y according to the training 
pattern P, respectively. 
Moreover, we have 
hP  = h + ij 
	 (3.6) 
where, h and 77 p are the subdivisions of It and 77 based on the training pattern P, respectively. 
Next, the channel estimate h will be interpolated in some manner so as to accomplish the 
entire channel estimate h. 
3.2.3 DKL basis functions 
One of the interpolation schemes to produce the channel estimate his to utilize basis functions, 
which is also referred as BEM. It can be interpreted as a system model, which describes a 
time-varying channel by a linear combination of basis functions, as 
Na-i 
h 	> oiui 
	 (3.7) 
where, ui and 8i  are the i-th basis vector and the associated coefficient, respectively; Na is the 
number of basis vectors used for channel modeling. 
In this thesis, the basis functions are designed to approach the channel optimally in the sense 
of MSE. In Section 2.5, it has been demonstrated that DKL basis functions are optimal for the 
time-varying channel of U-shaped Doppler power spectrum, whilst DPS for the time-variant 
channel of rectangular Doppler power spectrum. Without loss of generality, the following dis-
cussion will focus on pKL basis functions as well as the U-shaped Doppler spectrum, when 
concerning the channel variation in the time direction. Note that all the following study can be 
directly extended to the case of DPS along with the rectangular Doppler spectrum as well as 
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any other basis functions associated with the corresponding Doppler spectrum. 
Since using BEM to represent the flat-fading channel, the channel at the pilot positions is ex-
pressed by a linear combination of the subsampled basis vectors associated with the coefficients, 
as 
Na 1 
h 	E Oi u, 	 (3.8) 
where, ui, p  is the subsampled version of ui according to the training structure P. At this 
moment, methods have been proposed to determine the BEM coefficients {O} from the mea-
surement h in order to restore the entire channel h. For example, LS technique is used in [8]. 
In this thesis, MP and SMP are proposed to achieve the REM coefficient. 
3.3 Matching pursuit algorithm 
The basic MP technique is first introduced in [23] and later with more details in [24]. Its goal 
is to approximate an observation signal by a linear superposition of components which are 
adaptively chosen from a redundant dictionary of basis functions. Its emphasis is the selec-
tion process of the significant basis functions as well as the estimation process of the related 
coefficients. 
Although MP has been applied to the channel estimation problem in [37] [38], there are several 
distinct differences between the scheme in [37] [38] and our proposal. Firstly, the adopted basis 
function in [37] is polynomial functions which are not optimal for a time-varying channel of a 
large Doppler frequency, while it is the optimal DKL basis function in this thesis. Secondly, the 
considered environment is a sparse channel in [37], whilst the situation is a non-sparse channel 
in this thesis. Further, the normalized Doppler frequency in [37] is fdT5 = 0.0008, which is 
very small compared with our case of fd 7 's = 0.05. Finally, the pilots cluster at the centre and 
each end of the transmission block in [37], while they are uniformly located throughout the 
block in our proposal. 
Although OMP and OLS are two variants of MP, neither of them will be utilized in this the-
sis. The first reason is that the subsampled basis vectors at the pilot locations are approxi-
mately orthogonal in our situation. In Fig. 3.2, a correlation matrix is displayed to illustrate the 
quasi-orthogonality of the subsampled basis vectors. For more correlation matrices with the 
transmission blocks of various lengths, please refer to Appendix A. The quasi-orthogonality 
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Figure 3.2: Correlation matrix of the subsampled DKL basis vectors, when there are N = 20 
pilots, DKL is used for N = 100 and fd  T. = 0.05. (a) in a 2 dimensional view. 
(h) in a 3 dimensional view 
greatly eases our situation. It makes the computation-consuming orthogonal i zation process in 
both OMP and OLS become of little benefit, and even a waste of operational load. The second 
reason is that, as mentioned in Section 2.4, OMP and OLS actually belong to the LS technique. 
They are just implementations of LS on particular basis functions which are chosen according 
to different selection criteria. If OMP and OLS have collected the same basis functions as LS, 
all of three will produce exactly the same result. In other words, OMP and OLS will suffer from 
the same problem of the performance sensitiveness with respect to mismatches in the model or -
der as LS does. That is why other MP variants which belong to the LS category will not be 
considered, either. Therefore, only MP is a promising solution and will be studied in this thesis. 
The detailed operations of MP are presented as follows. When IV,, subsampled basis vectors 
are selected adaptively from a redundant dictionary Jui,p I i = 0, 1,. . . , D— I  of size D, the 
observation signal is approached by 
hP 
	O, U P 	 (3.9) 
where, uk 1 .p and 6kj  are the subsampled basis vector and coefficient of the index k1, respectively. 
These basis vectors are collected one after another in a greedy manner. At each iteration, the 
one which best matches the observation signal structure and has the largest contribution will be 
chosen. 
Let the residual of the observation signal after the rn-1-th iteration be 	and 	= 
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I Matching Pursuit 
initial: j;)) = fi p 
rn=1 
while m Na do 
\ km = argmax ! ,dnl) uj,p)I
2 
 /I[w,pt12, where I Ki P 
°k = (fj(rTh-i) 
Ukm ,p) / lIUknz,p11 2 
jj(m) = s(m) - O Ukm ,p 
K m Km_iLJkrn 
rn=m+i 
end while 
return: KNa = {ki,k2,••• ,kN} 
{O k1 ,Ok2 ,... ,Ok,1} 
The indicesof the rn—i collected basis vectors are put in the index set K1 = {ki, k 2 ..... k 1  }. 
At the m-th iteration, MP starts with the selection procedure by determining the index km of 
(rn-i) - 
the vector which 15 best aligned with the current residual h 	as well as has the biggest 
projection. That is 
2 
 ut 
km - argmax 
P 	I 
	
2 	where I 	 (3.10) 1 	11 UJIPII  
After obtaining the index km  and the subsampled basis vector Uk,p, the corresponding coeffi-
cient is produced by 	
Uk,,,p) 	 (3.11) Ok= 
k'km,p 
In this study, the MP algorithm has been slightly modified in order to guarantee that the col-
lected elements are never re-selected and that the produced coefficients are never re-estimated. 
That is because the subsämpled basis vectors are approximately orthogonal, and the modifi-
cation can speed up the performance convergence by avoiding the re-selection problem. The 
specific modification is to store the index of the selected vectors in Km, and the candidate is 
excluded from K m . As a result, a new vector is picked up at each iteration. A similar process 
has also been adopted in [84]. 
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Then, the residual vector is updated by 
f (m) =  ç(m—l) 
- Ok. Up 	 (3.12) 
The MP process terminates when mis larger than the given maximum number of iterations, Na , 
which is also known as model order or model rank in the context of system identifications [13]. 
It should be noted that, there is no necessity for any other stopping criterion associated with MP. 
Because the later simulation study shows that, after collecting all the candidate basis vectors 
from the dictionary, the final performance is still very good and close to the optimal one. The 
total number of candidate basis vectors, D, is only determined by two prior knowledges, i.e. the 
Doppler power spectrum and the transmission block length [8]. The detailed operations of the 
MP algorithm are summarized in Algorithm I. 
With the achieved REM coefficients {Ok i 	O }, the final channel estimate is accom- 
plished by a linear combination of the basis vectors along with the corresponding coefficients. 
Na 
= > 	Uk1 	 (3.13) 
3.4 Sequential matching pursuit algorithm 
Although MP is able to produce a stable performance and solve the problem of the model order 
sensitiveness effectively as shown later, its drawback is the heavy computational complexity 
which is mainly contributed by the selection procedure. In our case, the magnitude of the 
eigenvalue indicates the average selection probability of the associated eigenvector, i.e. basis 
vector. In other words, the sequence of the eigenvalue magnitudes in a descending manner 
suggests the order in which the corresponding basis vectors are expected to be picked up by MP. 
By taking advantages of this property and the prior knowledge of eigenvalues, MP is further 
developed to reduce the computational load. The selection process in MP will be removed, 
and the basis vectors will be used in the same order as the magnitudes of their eigenvalues in a 
descending manner. Such a development gives birth to another algorithm, i.e. SMP. 
The SMP algorithm is proposed to take the place of MP so that the operational complexity 
is saved. In SMP, the basis vectors are directly utilized one after another as in their original 
arrangement, since they have been sorted according to the related eigenvalue magnitudes. Con- 
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Algorithm 2 Sequential Matching Pursuit 
i 	: -nitial (0) = - 
K0 = 0 
ni=i 
 while m Na do 
 km =rn1 
 °k 




j(m) = 	O Ukm ,p 
 K m KiUkm 
 rn=rn+i 
 end while 
 return: Kp{O,i,- 	,Na1} 
00, 01, 	.. 
sequently, the index set of the collected basis vectors in SMP will be Km = {O, 1, 2,... , rn— 1}. 
The specific operations of SMP are presented as follows. Similar to MP, the residual of the 
	
(m—i) 	(0) 
observation signal after the rn-1-th iteration in SMP is h 	, and h = h. The indices of 
the rn—i collected basis vectors are put in the index set K1 = {O, i, 2,... , in— 21. 
At the rn-tb iteration, the index of the collected basis vector is k, = in - i. The associated 
coefficient will be 
(h 	
(3.14) 2 
Subsequently, the residual vector is updated by 
f1(m) = nr- - Om_i U,.4 , p 	 (3.15) 
The stopping rule of SNIP is the same as that of MP. For SMP, it terminates when rn is larger 
than the predetermined maximum number of iterations, Na . The detailed operations of the 
SMP algorithm are summarized in Algorithm 2. 
With the obtained BEM parameters {Oo, Ui, -.  Op.j_i}, the final channel estimate will be pro-
duced by 
Oiui 	 (3.16) 
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3.5 Performance analysis 
To illustrate the merits of both the MP and SMP schemes, their performances will be compared 
with that of the LS technique. The performance is measured in terms of estimation accuracy, 
i.e. MSE. 
MSE = 	Ih(n) - (n) I 2 	 (3.17) 
By recalling the LS algorithm in Section 2.7, when LS uses the first Na basis vectors in the 
dictionary {uj,p I i = 	, D-1}, its MSE performance is [80] 
N—i 




where, jAj I i = Na , Na+l," , N-1} are the eigenvalues related to the eigenvectors {uj I i = 
Na, Na +l,• , N— 11; W = [uo, p , u1,,,.. , ui,p] is the N X Na  matrix consisting of 
Na  subsampled basis vectors. 
When all the transmitted symbols are only pilots without any information data, Eq. (3.18) be-
comes [8] 
MSE(LS)(Na ) = 	,\i + 	Na 	 (3.19) 
i—N2 
In Eq. (3.18) and Eq. (3.19), it is noticed that the only difference between the MSE perfor -
mances of the partial and full pilots cases is the second term, i.e. variance, which is related 
to noise. For the case of partial pilots, the variance is cr.1 tr { {W W}' }/N in Eq. (3.18), 
whilst for the situation of full pilots, it is simplified to o-,, Na/N in Eq. (3.19). Moreover, for 
the optimal DKL basis vector, when reducing the number of the pilots or increasing the number 
of utilized basis vectors, the matrix Wr r \V, will become ill-conditioned, i.e. of a large con-
dition numbeii As a result, the MSE performance in Eq. (3.18) will become rather vulnerable 
to noise. Therefore, the LS performance becomes sensitive with respect to mismatches in the 
model order. 
Similar to LS in Eq. (3.18) , we have established an analytical expression of the SMP perfor- 
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mance in Appendix C. It is approximately 
1 
N—i 	1 2 Na—i 1  
MSE(SMP)(Na) 	
N 17 E 
j=Na 	 i=O iuri,pil l 
 
Na—i Ni 	UH 	2
Uk,p 	
(3.20) 
>Ak 	2 + 	 I i=O k=i+i 
Compared with the LS analysis which has two terms as bias and variance in Eq. (3.18), the 
expression of the SMP performance consists of three terms, which are bias, variance, and self-
interference, respectively in Eq. (3.20). The noise enhancement of LS when employing extra 
basis vectors is due to the large condition number of the matrix \V' W, as the model order Na  
grows. The SMP algorithm avoids the inversion problem of the ill-conditioned matrix w{ w, 
by only inverting the main diagonal elements of the matrix, but at the expense of introducing the 
extra self-interference item. Such a self-interference has an adverse effect, and gives rise to an 
irreducible error-floor in the noise-free case as shown in the following simulation study. Still, 
with the self-interference, SMP is capable to reduce the performance sensitiveness with respect 
to mismatches in the model order. In addition, if there are only pilots with no information 
data, the subsampled basis vectors become absolutely orthogonal, i.e. u7 Uk,p = UH Uk = 0 
for i $ It. As a consequence, the self-interference will be eliminated, and the MSE perfor -
mances of SNIP and LS will become exactly the same as in Eq. (3.19). 
It is hard to develop the analytic expression of the MSE performance for MP, because its be-
haviour is too complicated and random. But, from the later simulation study, it is learnt that 
MP has a very similar performance as SMP at the tail stage. Hence, it is feasible to borrow the 
theoretical expression of SMP to represent that of MP to a certain extent. 
3.6 Simulation study 
Quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) modulation technique is used. There are N = 100 sym-
bols in atransmissiôn block. Note the length of the transmission block in our simulation is 
very close to the actual application which is of hundreds of symbols in a block, for example, 
in GSM [4]. The time-varying channel is of classical lake's Doppler power spectrum [85], 
and the normalized Doppler frequency is fd T3 = 0.05. The DKL basis vector is employed in 
the time domain. The number of necessary basis vectors is 2NfdT 5 = 10. In order to gain a 
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of Na = [ 2NfdT s] + 1 = 11, Na = I2NfdTl + 4 = 14, and 
N = I2NfdT. s 1 + 6 = 16 in terms of MSE under the LS technique, when DKL is 
used for N = 100 and fa Ts = 0.05. 
higher accuracy, twice the number of necessary basis vectors is used. Thus, there are actually 
D = 2 x 2NfdT s  = 20 candidate basis vectors in the dictionary. Note that, in our scheme, the 
number of basis vectors is only determined by two prior knowledges, i.e. normalized Doppler 
frequency and the transmission block size; no other information is required. To guarantee the 
number of equations is equal to the number of unknowns, we adopt as many pilots as the candi-
date basis vectors in the dictionary. Thus, there are N = 20 pilot symbols and N - N = 80 
data symbols in a block. We assume the perfect knowledge of the actual Doppler frequency at 
the receiver. LS, MP and SMP serve as the estimation algorithm individually. The simulation 
results are averaged over 3 x 10 6 transmission blocks. 
The performance of the channel estimators will be investigated in terms of MSE as well as 
BER. The BER performance is produced with the aid of the PSAM technique, since the channel 
estimate is employed to scale and rotate the decision boundary so as to detect the data symbols 
in PSAM [79]. 
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of Na = [2Nf11T8 1 + I = 11, Na = [2NfdTs + 4 = 14, and 
Na = [2Nf11T. + 6 = 16 in terms of BER under the LS technique, when DKL is 
used for N = 100 and fd T8 = 0.05, 
3.6.1 With respect to model order 
Although the widely used model order Na  = [2Nf(jT5 l + 1 is simple and straightforward, 
it is neither sufficiently large nor optimal for a particular application. For instance, Fig. 3.3 
exhibits a performance comparison of Na = [2NfctT8 ] + 1 = 11, Na  = r2NfdT.1 + 4 = 14 
and Na = [2NfdTs] + 6 = 16 versus SNR under the LS technique in terms of MSE. It is learnt 
that at high SNR the performance of N,, = 11 is worse than those of Na = 14 and N = 16, 
whilst at low SNR Na = 11 outperforms both Na = 14 and N1 = 16. Such a phenomenon 
indicates that N1, = [2 N Id  Tj + 1 is not always optimal for all the occasions. Besides, more 
basis vectors can improve the performance, since N = 14 outperforms Na = 11 at high SNR. 
But, too many basis vectors will degrade the performance, as the performance of Na = 16 is 
always worse than that of Na = 14. Therefore, it is realized that there exists a specific value of 
the optimal model order Na for a particular SNR [81], and the mismatch in the model order will 
lead to a performance loss. The BER performance in Fig. 3.4 has a similar behaviour as MSE. 
The above observation motivates to develop a stable technique which is robust to mismatches in 
the model order. Next, we will present the robust performances of the proposed MP and SMP 
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Figure 3.5: Peiforinance comparison of LS, MP and SMP via simulation in terms of MSE for 
noise-free and SNR = 30 dB, when DKL is used for N = 100 and fd  T = 0.05. 
In Fig. 3.5, it is exhibited the performance comparison of LS, MP and SMP with respect to 
the model order N0 for the noise-free and SNR = 30 dB cases in terms of MSE. The label 
"noise-free" means noise is absent, i.e. oo = 0. For the noise-free case, the performance 
of LS monotonically improves as the number of basis vectors grows. For MP and SMP, the 
performances first get better as the model order increases, and then level out to exhibit an 
irreducible error-floor. That is because LS is an unbiased estimator, whilst MP and SMP are 
biased estimators, For SMP the self-interference term in Eq. (3.20) makes it a biased estimator, 
and for MP it is due to a similar reason. In the presence of noise, corresponding to SNR = 
30 dB, the LS performance improves initially, and after a turning point it degrades significantly 
as the model order increases For example, the MSE value of LS is 8.6 x 10_I  for Na = 14, 
while the MSE increases drastically to 1.3 x 10_2  for N0 = 17. This phenomenon reveals the 
noise enhancement of LS when using more basis vectors than necessary. For MP and SNIP, the 
performances become better initially, and after a turning point they hold at a certain level. 
It is recognized that the performances of MP and SMP always level off after the turning point 
for both the noise-free and noisy cases. From this observation, two remarkable properties can be 
learnt. The first property is robustness, which means MP and SMP can offer a reliable channel 
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Figure 3.6: Performance comparison of LS, MP and SMP via simulation in terms of BER for 
noise-free and SNR = 30 dB, when DKL is used for N = 100 and fd T = 0.05. 
estimate when employing more basis vectors than necessary. MP and SMP are less sensitive 
with respect to the mismatches in the model order. The second property is that MP and SMP 
are capable to operate well even without the knowledge of SNR. Because, after using up all 
the basis vectors in the dictionary, the performances of MP and SNIP are still good and very 
close to the optimal performance with the optimal model order. Furthermore, it is observed that 
the performance of SMP almost coincides with and is slightly better than that of MP after the 
turning point. 
It is also noticed that MP outperforms both LS and SMP when N 	11. That is because MP 
selects the Na  significant basis vectors adaptively from the D candidates. The selected vectors 
best match the structure of the current observation signal, and represent most of the signal 
energy. In contrast to MP, both LS and SNIP use the predetermined Na  basis vectors, which 
are specified by the prior knowledge of the Na  important eigenvalues, without any adaptability. 
However, the advantage of the adaptability in the MP selection process decreases as more basis 
vectors are involved. That is why the MP performance becomes close to that of SNIP when 
N, 12. 
In Fig. 3.6, the BER performance has a comparable behaviour as that of MSE. For more detailed 
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simulation results of LS, MP and SMP, please refer to Appendix B. 
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Figure 3.7: MSE versus N 0 . Comparison of simulation siudy and theoretical analysis for LS, 
MP and SMP when SNR = 30 dB, DKL is used for N = 100 and fj T. = 0.05. 
In Fig. 3.7, the simulation study of LS, MP and SMP as well as the theoretical analysis of LS in 
Eq. (3.18) and SMP in Eq. (3.20) are presented. It is noticed that the mathematical expression 
of SMP almost meets the associated computer-based simulation, and this demonstrates the 
effectiveness of our analysis in Eq. (3.20). 
It is observed that, when Na 	[2Nf(ITO 1 -I- 1 = 11, the MP performance is upper bounded by 
that of SMR The reason is that, the most probable selection order of the basis vectors in MP 
is the predetermined collection order in SMP. The adaptability of the selection process in MP 
is bounded by its expectation which is utilized by SMP. In addition, it is realized that, when 
Na > [2NfdT.o1 + 1 = 11. the MP performance almost agrees with the SMP performance. 
Since the MSE performance of MP almost coincides with that of SMP at the tail part, the 
analytic expression of SMP in Eq. (3.20) is applicable to MP at the tail area. 
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Figure 3.8: MSE versus N 1  The theoretical analysis of LS when SNR = 30 dB, DKL is used 













Figure 3.9: Condition number versus N 0 , The condition number of W' W in Eq. (3.18), 
when there are N = 20 pilots, DKL is used for N = 100 and f(I 7' = 0.05. 
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3.6.2.1 Analysis of LS performance 
The MSE value of the LS performance consists of two terms, i.e. bias and variance, in Eq. (3.18). 
In Fig. 3.8, it is plotted the curve of bias, variance and MSE as the model order grows when 
SNR = 30 dB. It is noticed that the bias monotonically reduces as the model order increases. 
The variance increases slowly when Na  is smaller than 13, and then, intensely when N,2 is 
greater than 14. Furthermore, it is recognized that there exists a turning point of the MSE 
value. Before the turning point, the MSE descends as the model order grows, and is dominated 
by the bias. After the turning point, the MSE ascends, and is mainly contributed by the vari-
ance. This turning point at Na  = 14 is exactly the optimal value of N when SNR = 30 dB in 
our application. 
The reason, why the variance grows drastically when Na > 14, is that, the matrix 'W j W 
in Eq. (3.18) becomes ill-conditioned with a high condition number. To illustrate this point, 
Fig. 3.9 plots the condition number of the matrix WT 1 W against the number of basis vectors. 
It is noticed that, for N,, < 12 the condition number stays close to 1, while for Na > 13 the 
condition number augments exponentially. Especially, when Na  14, the condition number is 
so large that it gives birth to a big value of the variance as well as the MSE. Such a large con-
dition number leads to the performance degradation of LS when using additional basis vectors, 
and makes LS sensitive to mismatches in the model order. 
3.6.2.2 Analysis of SMP performance 
The MSE value of the SMP performance is constituted by three items which are bias, variance, 
and self-interference in Eq. (3.20). In Fig. 3. 10, it is presented the values of bias, variance, 
self-interference, and MSE as the model order grows when SNR = 30dB. It is discovered that 
the bias decreases monotonically as the number of basis vectors glows, whilst the variance in-
creases very slowly. The self-interference is of a very small value. It increases at the beginning, 
while levels out after a certain model order. In addition, it is shown that the MSE value has a 
turning point at N = 13. Before the turning point, the MSE is predominated by the bias, and 
descends as the model order increases. After the turning point, the MSE is primarily composed 
by the variance, and levels off to stay constant. 
There are two reasons that jointly make the self-interference a tiny value and level off after a 
certain model order. The first reason is that the subsampled basis vectors at the pilot grid are 
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Figure 3.10: MSE versus N. The theoretical analysis of SMP when SNR = 30 dB, DKL is 
used for N = 100 and f1T = 0.05. 
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Figure 3.12: MSE versus Na . Comparison of simulation study and theoretical analysis for 
SMP when SNR = {10, 301 dB, DKL is usedfor N = 100 and fd T = 0.05. 
still approximately orthogonal, i.e. u uk,p/Iui,pI 2  < 1 for i / k. This property has been 
introduced previously in Section 3.3. The second reason is that the eigenvalue )k  decays dras-
tically as the index k increases. In Fig. 3.11, the eigenvalue spectrum is plotted to demonstrate 
the big decline in the eigenvalues. As a consequence, the self-interference, which is substan-
tially affected by the sum of the product of I u Uk,PI2/IUj,PM4 and Ak in Eq. (3.20), has a 
small value as well as stays at a certain level after a large model order. 
It should be emphasized that the expression of the SNIP performance in Eq. (3.20) is just an 
approximation by simplifying the variance term as well as the sell-interference term. In other 
words, this approximation is only reasonable tinder a certain condition. For example, Fig. 3.12 
displays the simulation study and theoretical analysis of SMP when SNR = 110, 301 dB. It 
is noticed that, the theoretical analyses of SNR = 30 d13 and SNR = 10 dB are slightly and 
moderately away from the corresponding simulation results, respectively, when Na is greater 
than 12. This observation suggests that the approximation-based analysis only meets the true 
performance within a range of SNR as well as the model order. But, the analytical expression 
indeed offers a considerably accurate approximation of the true result and describes the profile 
of the actual performance. 
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Figure 3.13: MSE versus the number of pilots. Performance comparison of LS, MP and SMP 
via simulation when SNR = 30dB, N, 1 = 20, DKL is used for N = 100 and 
fdTs = 0.05. 
3.6.3 With respect to number of pilots 
The functionality of training technique is to sample a time-varying channel at the pilot grid 
since pilot symbols are known to the receiver [ 79]. Increasing pilots can sample the time-
variant channel more frequently, and improve the performance of the channel estimator at the 
cost of low data throughput. Decreasing pilots can reduce the overhead of training, but less 
frequent sampling of the time-varying channel will result in a performance loss of the channel 
estimator. Therefore, an appropriate number of pilots play a key role in the channel estimation. 
A trade-off between the information throughput and the channel estimation performance needs 
to be carefully considered. 
In our study, the flat-fading channel varies rapidly, and a short transmission block is used. In 
order to secure the number of equations is equal to or bigger than the number of unknowns, the 
number of pilots is required to be equal to or larger than the number of candidate basis vectors 
in the dictionary. In order to secure a high throughput of the effective data, the number of pilots 
is expected to be as small as possible. With the two reasons above, the number of pilots in our 
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Figure 3.14: BER versus the number of pilots. Peiformance comparison of LS, MP and SMP 
via simulation when SNR = 30dB, N a = 20, DKL is used for N = 100 and 
fdT8 = 0.05. 
is to sample the time-variant channel at twice the Nyquist sampling rate, since the number of 
pilots is N = 2 x 2 fdTN. 
To investigate the effect of the number of pilots on the channel estimation, the training pattern 
defined in Eq. (3.4) with different numbers of pilots will be studied in this section. 
In Fig. 3.13, it is illustrated the performance comparison of LS, MP and SMP against the 
number of pilots via simulation in terms of MSE when SNR = 30dB and Na = 20. The 
MSE value of LS decays rapidly in a monotonic manner as the number of pilots increases. 
For instance, for 20 pilots the MSE value of LS is 5.2 x 101,  whilst for 50 pilots the MSE 
is 6.6 x 10. On the contrary, the MSE values of MP and SMP fluctuate moderately as 
the number of pilots grows, and share a comparable behaviour. When pilots are less than 
45 symbols, both MP and SMP outperform LS. When pilots are more than 45 symbols, the 
performance of LS is better than those of MP and SNIP. In Fig. 3.14, the BER performance has 
a similar situation as MSE. 
It is realized that the performances of MP and SMP do not move smoothly as the number of 
pilots grows. The reason is that, the pilot grid is always reforming drastically as the number 
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Figure 3.15: MSE versus the number of pilots. Comparison of simulation study and theoretical 
analysis for SMP when SNR = 30 dB, N <1 = 20, DKL is used for N = 100 and 
fdT = 0.05. 
of pilots changes. Each reformed training structure, which is determined by Eq. (3.4), has its 
own pilot pattern associated with the distinct variance and self-interference, which are approxi-
mately quantified by the second and third term in Eq. (3.20), respectively. As a result, even the 
training patterns for two consecutive numbers of pilots will have considerable differences in the 
variance and self-interference as well as MSE, provided that the rest of the context is the same. 
For instance, for 20 pilots the MSE value of SMP is 1.1 x 10 - 3, whilst for 21 pilots it switches 
to 2.2 x Though the performance shifts up and down as the number of pilots grows, 
the average trend is towards improving the performance. When all the transmitted symbols are 
only pilots without any information data, i.e. 100 pilots, the SMP channel estimator evolves 
into the LS counterpart and reaches its superior performance with the MSE of 2.0 x 10 as 
described in Eq. (3.19). 
In Fig. 3.15, it is presented the simulation study and analytic expression of the SNIP perfor-
mance against the number of pilots in terms of MSE when SNR = 30 dB and Na = 20. It 
is observed that both of the two curves meet each other very well when the number of pilots 
ranges from 20 to 100. This recognition further supports the validity of the SNIP analysis in 
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Eq. (3.20). 
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Figure 3.16: MSE versus the actual normalized Doppler frequency. Comparison of LS, MP and 
SMP when SNR = :30 dB, the actual normalized Doppler equency varies within 
[0.04,0.06], N(1 = { 10 1 14}. Note N 1 = 14 is oprinialfor LS when SNR = 30dB. 
In the previous simulation studies, the perfect knowledge of the Doppler frequency is assumed 
at the receiver. In practical applications, however, the actual Doppler frequency can not be 
acquired accurately. Still, the actual Doppler frequency could be approximately gained in a 
controllable manner. Hence, we assume a 20% mismatch of the target frequency in this thesis. 
To be specific, the actual normalized Doppler frequency varies from 0.04 to 0.0€, while the 
channel estimator is fixed at fdTs = 0.05. 
Fig. 3.16 presents the performance comparison of LS, MP and SMP with respect to the actual 
normalized Doppler frequency when SNR = 30 dB and the model order is 110, 141 in terms 
of MSE. It is noticed that all of the three have similar performance curves when there are 
mismatches in the Doppler frequency. When the actual Doppler frequency is smaller than the 
one assumed in the channel estimator, the performances are close to those without the frequency 
mismatches. When the actual Doppler frequency is larger than the assumption, all of the three 
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Figure 3.17: BER versus the actual normalized Dopplerfrequency. Comparison of LS, MP and 
SMP when SNR = 30 dB, the actual normalized Doppler frequency varies within 
[0.04,0.06], Na = 110, 14}. Note N 11 = 14 is optima/for LS when SNR = 30 dB. 
suffer from comparable performance degradations. The BER performance in Fig. 3.17 has a 
parallel behaviour as MSE. 
It should be noted that, when Na  = 10, MP has a better performance than LS and SMP. This 
is owing to the adaptability of the selection process in MP. To be specific, MP selects the N0 
significant basis vectors adaptively from the D candidates, while LS and SMP only utilize the 
prescribed Na  basis vectors with no adaptability. However, when more basis vectors are picked 
up, the adaptability of MP can not offer such a significant benefit. That is why all of the three 
schemes have alike performances when Na  = 14. 
3.6.5 Shape of Doppler power spectrum and basis function mismatch 
In the previous simulation studies, the perfect knowledge of the shape of the Doppler power 
spectrum is assumed at the receiver. In real-world implementations, however, the actual Doppler 
power spectrum can not be obtained precisely. Hence, we would like to investigate mismatches 
with respect to the shape of Doppler spectrum as well as the basis function in this section. 
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Figure 3.18: Performance comparison of LS, MP and SMP via simulation in terms ofMSEfor 
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Figure 3.19: Peifonnance comparison of LS, MP and SMP via simulation in terms of BER for 
SNR = 30 dB, when DKL and DPS used for N = 100 and Id T3 = 0.05. 
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To be specific, the actual Doppler spectrum is U-shaped, while the channel estimator assumes 
a U-shaped as well as rectangular Doppler spectrums, which correspondes to the DKL and 
DPS basis functions, respectively. Both two kinds of basis functions use the same the Doppler 
frequency as well as transmission block. 
In Fig. 3.18, it is presented the performance of LS, MP and SMP with respect to the model 
order N for SNR = 30 dB in terms of MSE when DKL and DPS are used. It is noticed that, 
for the DPS case, the LS, MP and SMP performances have a similar behavior as those for the 
DKL case. However, DKL has a better performance than DPS. This is due to the modeling 
error of DPS, since DKL is the optimal basis function to the actual channel of a U-shaped 
Doppler spectrum. When more basis functions are used, this modeling error is reduced, and the 
performances of the two models become close to each other. The BER performance in Fig. 3.18 
has a parallel behaviour as MSE. 
3.7 Computational complexity 
In order to save the computational load in real-time operations, some process can be pie- 
calculated and the calculation result can be stored. For example, {WWW'' can be pre- p 	 P 
calculated and stored in advance. As a result, the computational complexity in our study is 
measured by the approximate number of on-line operations in terms of floating-point opera-
tions (FLOPs). In this thesis, a FLOP is defined as one addition, subtraction, multiplication, or 
division of two floating-point numbers. For instance, an inner product operation of two real-
valued vectors with length in contains 2mn - 1 FLOPs, since there are in real multiplications 
and in - 1 real additions. A complex addition or subtraction requires 2 FLOPs. A complex 
multiplication needs totally 6 FLOPs, which are 4 FLOPs for real multiplications and 2 FLOPs 
for real additions. 
It is supposed that Na complex-valued basis vectors are used by LS, and iteratively collected 
by SMP, as well as adaptively selected by MP from D candidate basis vectors in order to 
produce the complex-valued BEM coefficients. For LS, there are N complex multiplications 
and N - I complex additions, thus totally 8 N - 2 FLOPs when using one subsampled basis 
vector of length N. Hence, there are (8 N - 2) Na FLOPs when exploiting Na subsampled 
basis vectors. For MP, there are 8 N, (D - i) + 3 (D - i) + 16 N - 1 FLOPs at the i-th itera-
tion. As a result, there are approximately 0(4 N Na (2 D - Na)) FLOPs in total by the Na th 
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C ~0(4 N~p N,,( 2~D— N~,,)) SMP (16N + 1)Na  
Table 3.1: Computational Complexity of LS, MP and SMP in tenns of FLOPs when N a sub-
sampled basis vectors are collected to produce the BEM coefficients. 
iteration. For SMP, there are 16 N7 + 1 FLOPs at the i-th iteration. Thus, there are totally 
(16 N + 1) Na  FLOPs by the Na 4h iteration. 
It is recognized that, by disabling the selection process in MP, SMP has managed to reduce 
the number of FLOPs from 8N (D - i) + 3(D - i) + 16 N - 1 t 16N + 1 at a single 
i-th iteration. Accordingly, the total computational complexity of SNIP has been cut from 
0(4 N Na  (2 D - N)) to (16 N + 1) Na  FLOPs when collecting Na  subsampled basis vec-
tors. Hence, SNIP has much less operational load than MP. Furthermore, SMP is just moderately 
expensive than LS, since it has approximately twice the operational complexity of LS. Table 
3.1 summarizes the computational complexities of the LS, MP and SNIP channel estimators in 
terms of FLOPs when Na  subsampled basis vectors are collected. 
3.8 Chapter summary 
Robust channel estimators at high Doppler frequency have been proposed in this chapter. BEM 
is adopted to model the fast time-varying flat-fading channel. MP and SNIP are utilized indi-
vidually to produce the coefficients of the basis vectors. Via computer-based simulations, it 
is illustrated that the proposed channel estimation schemes produce stable performances with 
respect to mismatches in the number of basis vectors, i.e. the model order. Moreover, MP and 
SNIP do not need the information of SNR, but still offer considerably good results. In addition, 
the MSE performance of SNIP has been analysed theoretically. Since MP and SMP have com-
parable performances at the tail part, the derived MSE expression for SNIP can be applied to 
MP at the tail area. Furthermore, SMP requires less computational complexity than MP. 
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Chapter 4 
For fast time-varying 
frequency-selective channels using 
OFDM 
4.1 Introduction 
In the last chapter, we have investigated the channel estimator for fast time-varying flat-fading 
channels. In this chapter, we will move to frequency-selective channels. Because the character-
ization of fast time-varying frequency-selective channels is a very challenging topic, we ease 
the problem by utilizing the OFDM modulation scheme. By this means, a frequency-selective 
channel is converted into several parallel flat-fading channels Consequently, the study for fiat-
fading channels in the previous chapter can be directly applied to the scenario of frequency-
selective channels with the aid of OFDM. 
When an OFDM system is adopted, there are two kinds of channel variations, i.e. variations in 
the time and frequency directions. A channel estimator based on the two variations jointly has 
been developed, but the operational complexity is prohibitive [86]. An alternative solution is 
to decompose the channel estimator into two individual ones along different directions so as to 
save the complexity [86]. Therefore, our study will focus on the channel estimators for OFDM 
in two directions individually, i.e. the time direction and the frequency direction. 
In this chapter, we will firstly investigate the channel estimator in the time direction, followed by 
the one in the frequency direction, and finally the cascading combination of these two schemes. 
Concerning the time variation, the idea of channel estimator for flat-fading channels in Chapter 
3 is directly implemented to the subcarrier channels in OFDM, since the subcarrier channels 
are flat-fading. Thanks to the duality of time and frequency, the channel estimator using the 
correlation in the time domain can be modified to operate in the frequency domain. The channel 
estimator in the frequency direction by utilizing the correlation across subcarrier channels is 
investigated. Next, by means of uniting the above two methods, a channel estimator based 
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on two phases is proposed. It operates in the time direction at the first phase, and then in the 
frequency direction at the second phase. 
Contributions in this chapter: 
. Propose to apply the robust channel estimation schemes for flat-fading channels into the 
subcarrier channels in OFDM, when BEM is implemented in the time direction 
• Propose to use the MP and SNIP algorithms to estimate the expansion coefficients, when 
BEM is constituted by the shifted DPS basis function to describe the channel variation in 
the frequency direction for non-sampled-spaced frequency-selective channels. 
• Propose to connect the aforementioned two channel estimators in the time and frequency 
directions together. The proposed channel estimator performs in two phases: firstly along 
the time direction, and secondly along the frequency direction. 
The chapter is organized as follows: the fundamentals of OFDM are reviewed in Section 4.2; 
the application of the robust channel estimation scheme in the time direction in OFDM is stud-
ied in Section 4.3 the channel estimation scheme using the frequency correlation is investigated 
in Section 4.4; a cascading channel estimator formed by combining the above two schemes is 
presented and explored in Section 4.5; finally, a conclusion is driven in Section 4.6. 
4.2 OFDM system 
In this section, the essential background on the OFDM technique is introduced. The fundamen-
tal principle of OFDM is to transform a frequency-selective channel into a group of narrowband 
flat-fading channels. A baseband equivalent representation of an OFDM system in Fig. 4.1 is 
considered. 
Let us define X(n, k) as the transmitted symbol at the k-th subcarrier of the n-th OFDM sym-
bol. and [X(n,O),X(n,1), ,X(n.N 8 -1)] as the subcarrier symbols which make up the 
n-th OFDM symbol. Firstly, the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) of Al, points is im-
plemented on these subcarrier symbols of the n-th OFDM symbol so as to produce the time 
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X(n,l) 	 P/S 	E Y(n,1) 
fl)fl: 	 DFT 
X(n,N,-1)  	Y(n,N-1) 
Figure 4.1: A typical structure of OFDM transmission system. 
domain samples as 
1 
x(n,m — ) - X(n,k)& 2""1 , for m =0,1,--- ,N8-1 	(4.1) 
k=O 
where, x(n, in) denotes the transmitted time domain sample at the rn-th sampling interval of 
the n-th OFDM symbol; N3 is the number of subcarriers in OFDM. 
A cyclic prefix, which is the cyclically extended part of the time domain samples of an OFDM 




-{ x(n,m—N g +N5 ), m 	
for in 
<N9 	
=01... ,N8+Ng 1 	(4.2) 
— x(n;m— N g ) , 
where, ±(n, m) is the transmitted time domain sample with the cyclic prefix. 
An illustration of the OFDM time domain samples with the cyclic prefix is presented in Fig. 4.2. 
We assume that the usage of the cyclic prefix is able to preserve the orthogonality among 
the subcarrier frequencies and remove 1ST between successive OFDM symbols [87]. As a 
consequence, an OFDM symbol containing the cyclic prefix has a length of Nt = N3 + N9 
chips in the time domain. The duration of an OFDM symbol is T, and the chip interval is T. 
Therefore, the chip rate is 1/TP = N/TF. 
The channel state information for the n-th OFDM symbol is written as 
= FNS >L h 
	
(4.3) 
where, H = [H(n, 0), H(n, 1), 	, H(n, N5 _l)]T is the N. x 1 vector consisting of the 
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kN Y * 	N, 
H 	N=N,+N9  
Figure 4.2: Time domain samples of an OFDM symbol consist of N, subcarrier chips and a 
cyclic prefix with N. chips. 
channel frequency response for the n-th OFDM symbol; h = [h(n, 0), h(n, I), - - , h(n, 
L— 1)1T 
is the L x  vector consisting of the channel impulse response for the n-th OFDM symbol; FNS XL 
is the N, x L Fourier transform matrix with FN,)a(i,l) = e _1 2 1Na/ ./N . 
After the transmitted samples pass through the frequency-selective channel, the received sample 
in the time domain is 
(n, m) = 	m - I) h(n, 1) + (n, in) 	 (4.4) 
where, (n, in) denotes the received time domain sample with the cyclic prefix; (n, in) is the 
i.i.d. complex Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance o. 
After the cyclic prefix is discarded from the received samples, the time domain samples become 
y(n,m) = i,(n,m+N9 ) for in = 0, 1, - - - ,W,-1 (4.5) 
where, y(n, in) is the received time domain sample at the rn-th sampling time of the n-th 
OFDM symbol. 




y(n, in) e_2?lthm/11s, for k=0,1,--- , N,—1 	(4.6) 
m=O 
where, Y(n, k) is the received symbol at the k-th subcarrier of the n-th OFDM symbol. 
Therefore, the OFDM transmission is re-written-by the time domain samples as 
yn =x®h+ 41n 	 (4.7) 
where, y=[y(n,0),y(n,l),-" ,y(n,N,_1)I T ;xn =[x(n,0),x(n,l) r " , x (n,Ns _l)IT ; 
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and 	= [(n,O),(n,l),. 	,(n,N3_1)]T. 
With the DVF and IDFF operations, the OFDM system is formulated by the frequency domain 
symbols as 
(4.8) 
where, Y = [Y (n, 0), Y(n, 1),.. Y(n, N5_l)IT is the N5 x 1 vector formed by the re-
ceived symbols of the n-th OFDM symbol; X. is the N5 x N 5 diagonal matrix with the 
transmitted symbols {X(n, 0), X(n, 1), , X(n, N3—flI as its diagonal for the n-th OFDM 
symbol; t = [i(n, 0), (n, 1),... i7(n, N5 _i)]T  is N5 x I vector consisting of the channel 
noise. Due to the orthonormality of the Fourier transform, the noise in the frequency domain 
has the same statistics of that in the time domain, e.g. = o. 
In this way, the transmission of an OFDM symbol is equivalent to transmitting a set of fre-
quency domain, symbols through parallel flat-fading channels. To be specific, the transmission 
at the k-th subcarrier of the n-th OFDM symbol is represented by 
Y(n, k) = X(n, k) H(n, k) + t(n, k) 	 (4.9) 
where, Y(n, k), X(n, k), H(n, k), and (n, k) are the received symbol, transmitted symbol, 
channel frequency response, and noise, respectively, at the k-th subcarrier of the n-th OFDM 
symbol. 
Without loss of generality, the channel frequency response is assumed to have unit power, and 
symbol energy is normalized to unity, i.e. E{IH(n, k) 2 } = E{IX(n, k) 2 } = 1. As a result, 
SNR is defined as SNR = 1/o in the OFDM system. 
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In OFDM, the channel is supposed to be constant within an OFDM symbol duration T. In 
time-varying channels, however, this assumption is violated, and the orthogonality among the 
subcarrier frequencies is broken. As a result, it gives birth to anintercarrier interference (ICI) 
[88]. Besides, carrier frequency offset and phase noise can also lead to ICI [89]. 
ICI can be viewed as some kind of noise. According to the mathematical analysis in [90], the 
ICI power from the time-varying channel of the classical Jake's Doppler spectrum is approxi- 
mately quantified by 	
1 1 (21rfdI) 2 	 (4.10) plc1 
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where, Pj1 denotes the power of ICI. That is to say, when the time-variant channel has a 
Doppler frequency fd, an extra noise of power PLC, is added to the OFDM transmission. 
4.3 In the time direction 
By utilizing the 01DM modulation scheme, a frequency-selective channel is converted into 
several parallel orthogonal flat-fading channels as subcarrier channels. The channel estimation 
schemes for fast time-varying flat-fading channels in Chapter 3 are proposed to directly apply 
to the subcarrier channels in the QFDM system. In this section, we will investigate the robust 
channel estimators based on MP and SMP for the subcarrier channels in OFDM. 
4.3.1 Problem formulation 
For a single subcarrier channel in OFDM, the transmission of N OFDM symbols at the k-th 
subcarrier is described by 
Y(0, It) 	X(0, It) 	 11(0, It) (0, It) 
+ 
Y(1, It) 	 X(1, It) 	 H(1, It) 	i7(1, It) 
=  
L Y(N-1, It) j [ 	 X(N-1, It) j H(N-1, It) j [ f(N-1, It) j 
(4.11) 
and in matrix notation as 
(4.12) 
where,Yk = [Y(0, It), Y(1, It),.. , Y(N-1, It)IT  is the N  1 vector consisting of the received 
symbols at the It-th subcarrier; Xk is the N x N diagonal matrix with the transmitted symbols 
[X(0, k) X(1, It), 	X(N-1, It)] as its diagonal; Hk = {H(0, It), 11(1, It),.. , H(N-1, It)]T 
is the N xl vector of the channel frequency response; '1k = [f(0, It), t(1, It), .. , f(N-1, k)]T 
is the N x 1 vector of the i.i.d. complex Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance c. The 
stochastic channel Hk is assumed to be uncorrelated with the random noise 7 k• 
The channel observation is contaminated by noise, as 
fIk = Hk + 17k 	 (4.13) 
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Figure 4.3: The block-type pilot pattern defined by Eq. (4.14) for OFDM systems, when REM 
is used in the time direction. 
where, '1k = [ft(O, k), ft(i, k),.. , fI(N-1, k)]T  is the N x 1 vectors of the noisy chan-
nel measurement; 71k = [tj(O, k), 71(1, k),.. , 77(N-1, k)JT  is the N x 1 vector of random 
noise. Since 71k = x 1  ilk and E{IX(n,k)12} = 1, the noise '1k  has the same statistics as 
e.g. 	= 	= o-. Therefore, SNR is also defined as SNR = 1/0.77 
Since PSAM [79]  is adopted in this thesis, a block-type pilot structure, in which pilots occupy 
a whole OFDM symbol, is used. There are N pilot OFDM symbols and N—N p data OFDM 
symbols in a transmission block. The pilot OFDM symbols are uniformly positioned through 
the block. The specific pilot pattern is decided by the index set 
	
Pk = {[i-+_j I i=O,1,.. N_1} 	 (4.14) 
An illustration of the training structure defined by Eq. (4.14) is given in Fig. 4.3. 
4.3.2 Channel estimation 
The raw channel estimate at the pilot locations is obtained by 
Hk, p = XYk,p 	 . 	 (4.15) 
where, 11k,p'  Xk, p and Yk,p are the subsampled counterparts of Hk, Xk and '1k  according to 
the training pattern Pk, respectively. 
Besides, we have 
11k,p = Hk,p + '1k,p 	 (4.16) 
where, flk,p  and 71k,p  are the subdivisions of Hk and 77k  based on the training pattern Pk, 
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respectively. 
With the noisy channel estimate at the pilot positions, the whole channel estimate can be pro-
duced by the interpolation scheme which has been studied for flat-fading channels in Chapter 
3. To be specific, the k-th subcarrier channel in OFDM is represented by BEM along the time 
direction as 
	
H,, 	:>i: Oi Ui 	 (4.17) 
where, ui and Oi are the i-th basis vector and the related coefficient, respectively; Na is the 
number of used basis vectors. In this section, the DKL basis vector is adopted. 
With BEM to represent the subcarrier channel in the time direction, the channel at the pilot 
positions is expressed by the subsampled basis vectors along with the parameters, as 
H,,, 	O 	 (4.18) 
where, u, is the subsampled version of uj according to the training structure Pk. 
Therefore, the subcarrier channel in OFDM has been described by BEM in the time direction. 
The channel estimation schemes for fast time-varying flat-fading channels in Chapter 3 will be 
implemented to the subcarrier channels in OFDM. LS, MP and SMP are employed separately 
to determine the coefficients {O} from the channel measurement Hk,p so as to produce the 
entire channel estimate II  for the k-th subcarrier channel. 
4.3.3 Simulation study 
QPSK modulation scheme is used for each subcarrier in OFOM. The number of subcarriers is 
N3 = 64, and the length of a cyclic prefix is N9 = 15. Therefore, an OFDM symbol with the 
cyclic prefix has a length of Nt = N3 + N9 = 64 + 15 = 79 chips. A transmission block is 
constituted by N = 256 OFDM symbols. 
The channel has an exponentially decaying PDP according to C0ST259 [91] with 
Pch(l) 	 for 1=0,1, 	,L-1 	 (4.19) L-1 
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Where, Pch(l) = E{Ih(m,1)12} is the power of the 1-th channel tap. There are L = 15 essential 
support of the channel delay spread, associated with the RMS delay spread a,- = 4T. 
The time-varying frequency-selective channel h(n, 1) is generated at the chip rate 11Ta. Each 
channel tap is of classical Jake's Doppler power spectrum [85], and the autocorrelation function 
of the t-th channel tap at the chip rate is given by 
= Pch(1) Jo(27fdTr) 	 (4.20) 
where, y(') (r) is the autocorrelation function of the 1-th channel tap. 
The normalized Doppler frequency with respect to the OFDM symbol period is fa 72 = 0.02, 
and with respect to the chip interval is fd TF 	0.00025. The DKL basis vector is employed 
in the time direction. The number of necessary basis vectors is 2NfdT 	11. To obtain a 
higher accuracy, twice the number of necessary basis vectors is used. Hence, there are D = 
2 x 2NfdT 21 candidate basis vectors in the dictionary. To ensure the number of equations 
is equal to the number of unknowns, we have as many pilots as the candidate basis vectors in 
the dictionary. Thus, there are N = 21 pilot symbols and N - N = 235 data symbols in 
a transmission block. We suppose the perfect knowledge of the actual Doppler frequency at 
the receiver. LS, MP and SMP serve as estimation algorithms individually to accomplish the 
BEM coefficient. Since it is a fast time-varying channel, ICJ will have a visible effect on the 
simulation result. The simulation results are averaged over io transmission blocks. 
The performance of the channel estimator is measured in terms of both MSE and BER. For 
OFDM systems, MSE between the actual channel and its estimate is defined by 
N-1 N,-1 
1 
MSE = NNS > 	lH(n,k) - 
fI(n,k)1 2 	 (4.21) 
n=O k=O 
The obtained channel estimate is used to scale and rotate the decision boundary in order to 
detect the data symbols [79], and thus produce the BER performance. 
4.3.3.1 With respect to model order 
In Fig. 4.4, it is presented the performance comparison of LS, MP and SMP with respect to the 
model order Na  for the noise-free and SNR = 20 dB cases in terms of MSE. The label "noise- 
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Figure 4.4: Perfonnance comparison of LS, MP and SMP via simulation in terms of MSE for 
noise-free and SNR = 20 dB, when DKL is used for N = 256 and fd  I = 0.02. 
free" means channel noise is not present, i.e. o = 	= o = 0. For both noise-free and noisy 
cases, the LS performance improves initially as the model order increases, and then degrades 
considerably after a turning point. Such an observation indicates the noise enhancement of 
LS when using additional basis vectors. For MP and SMP, the performances become better at 
the beginning, and then stay at some level after a turning point. It is confirmed that the robust 
channel estimators based on MP and SMP in Chapter 3 are applicable to the subcarrier channels 
in OFDM. Firstly, MP and SNIP are capable to provide reliable performances when using more 
basis vectors than necessary in OFDM. Secondly, MP and SMP can operate well without the 
knowledge of channel noise in OFDM. The detailed analyses for OFDM is the same as that for 
flat-fading channels in Chapter 3. 
It should be noted that the LS scheme still suffers from the noise amplification under the "noise-
free" occasion. The reason is that there exists extra noise rather than channel noise. In our 
situation, the fast time-varying channel with a large Doppler frequency fd  T = 0.02 severely 
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Figure 4.5: Performance comparison of LS, MP and SMP via simulation in terms of BER for 
noise-free and SNR = 20dB, when DKL is used for N = 256 and fdT = 0.02. 
as the extra noise. The ICI power is approximately given by 1901 
P1c1 	 (2 x 3.14 x 0.02)2 = 6,5797 x 
10-4=  31.8179 (dB) 	(4.22) 
2 12 
In other words, the IC! with a power of —32dB due to Doppler effect has been added to the 
OFDM system in our case. 
Although it is neither identified as the channel noise nor accounted for SNR in our definition, 
ICI indeed influences the performance of the channel estimation as illustrated in the noise-free 
situation in Fig. 4.4. This observation suggests that, the power of accumulative noise, which 
includes channel noise and ICI as well as any other interference source, is hard to determine 
precisely in fast time-varying channels, and so does the exact value of signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR). A robust channel estimator, which is capable to perform well and pro-
vide reliable channel estimates without the SINR information, is greatly desired. This demand 
has been fulfilled by the proposed MP and SMP techniques. 
In Fig. 4,5, the BER performance has a comparable behaviour as MSE. For more detailed 
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Figure 4.6: MSE versus the actual normalized Doppler frequency. Comparison of LS, MP 
and SMP when SNR = 30 dB, the actual normalized Doppler frequency varies 
within [0.015, 0.025], N( = { 10, 14}. Note N,,= 14 is optimal for LS when 
SNR = 30 dB. 
Another point, which needs to be supplemented, is that ICI can be mitigated or cancelled by 
some means. For example, IC! cancellation via precoding [92], or in an iterative manner [59]. 
If some ICI mitigation technique is used to cooperate with our proposed channel estimation 
scheme, the channel estimation performance will be further improved definitely. 
4.3.3.2 Doppler frequency mismatch 
In the former simulation study, the perfect knowledge of the Doppler frequency is presumed at 
the receiver. In practical implementations, however, the actual Doppler frequency can not be 
achieved precisely. Still, the actual Doppler frequency could be approximately obtained in a 
controllable manner. Therefore, we suppose a 25% mismatch of the target Doppler frequency 
in this study. To be specific, the actual normalized Doppler frequency varies from 0.015 to 
0.025, whilst the channel estimator is fixed at fdT = 0.020. 
In Fig. 4.6, it is plotted the performance comparison of LS, MP and SMP with respect to the 
actual nonnalized Doppler frequency when SNR = 30 dB and the model order is {10, 14} in 
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Figure 4.7: BER versus the actual normalized Doppler frequency. Comparison of LS, MP 
and SMP when SNR = 30 dB, the actual normalized Doppler frequency varies 
Within [0.015, 0.025], Na = 110, 141. Note N 1 = 14 is optimal for LS when 
SNR = 30 dB. 
terms of MSE. It is noticed that all of the three have similar performances where there are 
mismatches in the Doppler frequency. When the actual Doppler frequency is smaller than the 
one assumed in the channel estimator, the performances are close to those without frequency 
mismatches. When the actual Doppler frequency is larger than the assumption, all of the three 
experience similar performance degradations. The BER performance in Fig. 4.7 has a similar 
situation as MSE. 
It is worth noting that, MP has a better performance than LS and SMP when N = 10. That is 
owing to the adaptability of the selection procedure in MP. Such an occasion is the same as that 
in time-varying flat-fading channels in Chapter 3, and the detailed explanation is also presented 
in Chapter 3. 
4.3.4 Section summary 
In this section, the subcarricr channel in OFDM has been modeled by BEM in the time di- 
rection. MP and SMP have been used as the estimation algorithms. It is confirmed that the 
Ze 
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channel estimator for time-varying flat-fading channels is applicable to the subcarrier channels 
in OFDM. Moreover, MP and SMP are verified to operate robustly with respect to mismatches 
in the model order. They are even capable to provide good performances without the SINR 
information. 
4.4 In the frequency direction 
For an OFDM system, the channel estimate can be refined by taking advantages of channel 
statistics in the time domain [93] [94] [95]. The property of the channel statistics in the time 
domain is that, the number of channel taps is much smaller than the number of subcarriers in 
OFDM. Thus, the channel coefficients at the subcarrier frequencies in the frequency domain 
are correlated and dependent. Therefore, by converting the channel frequency response into a 
transform domain, the channel power will concentrate in a small number of significant coef-
ficients. Then, by keeping the significant coefficients and discarding the rest in the transform 
domain, it is able to suppress noise and improve the channel estimate. 
There are two types of channels with respect to the path delays of channel impulse response, 
i.e. sample-spaced and non-sample-spaced channels. Sample-spaced channels have all the re-
solvable path delays at integer multiples of the OFDM sampling interval. However, it is not 
common in the real world. Generally, the resolvable path delays are real-valued multiples, say, 
11.5 T, 2.5 T, 5.5 T}, and lead to non-sample-spaced channels. 
For sample-spaced channels, the IDFT technique is capable to provide an optimal concentration 
of channel power in the transform domain [94]. To be specific, after performing the IDFT 
technique to the channel frequency response, most of the channel power will concentrate in a 
relatively small number of significant variables. The channel estimate will be restored from 
the transform domain with preserving the significant coefficients and removing the rest. In this 
way, the noise is reduced, and the channel estimate is improved. 
For non-sample-spaced channels, the channel power at non-integer multiple delays is spread 
into all the subcarriers of the OFDM system after the normal DPI' stage at the receiver. A 
channel estimator with the IDFT technique has a poor power concentration in the transform 
domain due to the energy leakage. It is reported that the IDFT-based channel estimator suffers 
from performance loss for non-sample-spaced channels in [93]. 
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In order to achieve higher power concentration in the transform domain for non-sample-spaced 
channels, a linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) scheme utilizing the channel cor-
relation among subcarriers has been suggested in [93]. To further reduce the computational 
complexity, a low-rank approximation of LMMSE via SVD has been proposed in [74]. As the 
exact knowledge of SNR is usually unavailable in practice, the SNR parameter can be removed 
from the low-rank LMMSE scheme, and the simplified scheme turns to be BEM. When the 
frequency-selective channel is of a continuous uniform PDP, the optimal BEM is constituted by 
the shifted DPS basis function [71]. 
Therefore, the shifted DPS basis function is utilized in the frequency direction to produce the 
channel estimate for non-sample-spaced frequency-selective channels. But, it has a similar 
problem of performance sensitiveness with respect to mismatches in the model order as the 
DKL basis function does in the time direction. In other words, by using LS to specify the 
coefficients of the shifted DPS basis functions, it will amplify noise when more basis functions 
are adopted. Motivated by the robust performances of MP and SMP in Chapter 3, it is proposed 
to apply the MP and SMP approaches to the channel estimator which utilizes BEM in the 
frequency direction for OFDM systems. 
In this section the channel variation and BEM in the frequency direction is investigated, whilst 
in Section 4.3 the consideration is the channel variation and BEM in the time direction. 
4.4.1 Problem formulation 
By recalling the OFDM system in Section 4.2, the transmission of the n-th OFDM symbol is 
formulated by 
Y(n,O) 	X(n,O) 
Y(n,1) 	= 	X(n,1) 
Y(ri, N-1) 




X(n,N3-1) II H(n,N3-1) 
(4.23) 
Yn = X, H, + 
	
(4.24) 
where, Y. = [Y(n, 0), Y(n, 1),. 	Y(n, N3_l)]T  is the N3 x 1 vector consisting of the 
received symbols for the n-th OFDM symbol; X, is the N3 x N. diagonal matrix with the 
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Figure 4.8: The comb-type pilot pattern defined by Eq. (4.26) for OFDM systems, when BEM 
is used in the frequency direction. 
transmitted symbols [X(n, 0), X(n, 1),. .. X(rz, N, —1)] as its diagonal for the n-th OFDM 
symbol; Hn  = [H(n, 0), H(n, 1), ,H(n,N,1)]T is the N, x 1 vector of the channel 
frequency response; 4 = [i(n, 0), tfln, 1),. . tj(n, N, - 1T is the N, x 1 vector of the 
i.i.d. complex Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance o. The stochastic channel H 
is supposed to be uncorrelated with the random noise Tin- 
The channel observation is contaminated by noise, as 
flo = H1 + m, 	 (4.25) 
where, H. = [ft(n, 0), ft(n, 1),... , fJ(n, N,_l)]T is the N, x 1 vectors of the noisy chan-
nel measurement; 77, = [(n, 0), ij(n, 1),.. , ij(n, N, - 1)]T is the N, x 1 vector of random 
noise. Since tj = and E{IX(n,  k)[ 2 } = 1, the noise 77, has the same statistics as 
e.g. 	= 	= o. Hence, SNR is also defined as SNR = 1/o. 
Since PSAM [79] is utiliied, pilot symbols are inserted in a transmission block and multiplexed 
with data symbols. A comb-type pilot structure is used, and consequently, pilot symbols occupy 
an entire subcarrier channel in OFDM. There are N pilot subchannels and N, - N data sub-
channels in OFDM. The pilot subchannels are uniformly positioned among all the subcarrier 
channels. The particular pilot subcarrier grid is determined by the index set 
(IN, 	N,I 
I 	N_1} 	 (4.26) 
An illustration of the training structure defined by Eq. (4.26) is given in Fig. 4.8. 
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4.4.2 Channel estimation 
The noisy channel estimate at the pilot locations is attained by 
= x 	- 	 (4.27) n,p 
where, H,, X,, and Y are the subsampled counterparts of H, X. and Y. according to 
the pilot grid P,, respectively. 
In addition, we have 
= H + 	 (4.28) 
where, Hn,Pand 77,, p are the subdivisions of H and 'h  according to the training structure P,, 
respectively. 	 / 
-J 
With the initial channel estimate at the pilot locations, the whole channel estimate is produced 
by the BEM technique. To be specific, the channel frequency response at the n-th OFDM 
symbol is modeled by BEM as 
N-1 
(4.29) 
where, vi and Oi are the i-th basis vector and the associated coefficient, respectively; Na is the 
number of basis vectors used for channel modeling. In this section, the shifted DPS basis vector 
is employed to represent the channel variation in the frequency direction. 
With BEM to model the channel frequency response, the channel at the pilot positions is at-
tamed by the corresponding subsampled basis vectors along with coefficients, as 
> 	 (4.30) 
where, v 1, is the subsampled version of v i according to the pilot placement P. 
Hence, the channel frequency response in OFDM has been described by BEM in the frequency 
direction. The estimation algorithms for BEM in the time direction in Chapter 3 will be applied 
to the channel model in the frequency direction. LS, MP and SMP are employed separately 
to determine the coefficients {O} from the measurement fl,, p in order to restore the entire 
channel H for the n-th OFDM symbol. 
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4.4.3 Performance analysis 
The performance analysis for BEM in the frequency direction is identical to that for REM 
in the time direction in Chapter 3. By recalling the analysis in Chapter 3, the mathematical 
expressions of the LS and SNIP performances are accomplished as follows. 
When using the first Na  basis vectors, the MSE performance of LS is [80] 
N—i 
	
MSE(LS)(Na) = 	A + cr tr{{W' w'}} 	(4.31) 
iNa 
where, jAi I i = Na , N.+1, 	, N—I} are the eigenvalues related to the basis vectors {v1 I i = 
Na ,Na +l, 	,N—l}; and = [v01,, v,. ,vj_i, 1,] is the N x N a  matrix consisting 
of Na  subsampled basis vectors. 
The analytical MSE performance for SMP is approximately given by 
1 
N—i 	1 2 Ni 1 
Mv 2 
MSE(SMp)(Na) 	
N i,plI i=N 





Since MP has a very similar performance as SMP at the tail stage, it is practical to use the 
theoretical expression of SMP to represent that of MP to some extent. 
The particular explanations of the LS and SM!' analytic expressions are identical to those for 
flat-fading channels in Chapter 3. 
4.4.4 Simulation study 
Our OFDM system adopts the QPSK modulation scheme. The number of subcarriers is N5 = 64, 
and the cyclic prefix contains N9 = 8 chips. Therefore, the OFDM symbol with the cyclic pre-
fix has a length of N = N5 + N9 = 64 + 8 = 72 chips. The transmission block consists of 
N = 100 OFDM symbols. 
The non-sample-spaced frequency-selective channel is of a continuous uniform PDP. The nor- 
malized maximum path delay is rm Bs = 0.125. The channels are stationary, and time-varying 
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with the normalized Doppler frequency Id  7's' = 0.02. The time-varying channel is of the clas-
sical Jake's Doppler power spectrum [85]. 
The shifted DPS basis vector is employed in the frequency direction. The number of necessary 
basis vectors is Ns 'rmax Bs  = 8. To accomplish a higher accuracy, doubling the necessary 
basis vectors is used. Thus, there are D = 2 x Nsrmax Bs  = 16 candidate basis vectors in the 
dictionary. To secure the number of equations is equal to the number of unknowns, we have as 
many pilot subcarriers as the candidate basis vectors in the dictionary. Thus, there are N = 16 
pilot subchannels, and N5  - = 48 data subchannels in OFDM. We assume the perfect 
knowledge of the maximum path delay at the receiver. LS, MP and SMP are used as estimation 
algorithms individually. The simulation results are averaged over 3 x 10 3 transmission blocks. 
The performance of the channel estimator is measured in both MSE and BER. 
4.4.4.1 Simulate non-sample-spaced channel 
It is too complicated to simulate a normal OFDM system over a non-sample-spaced channel. 
As an alternative solution, we adopt the equivalent channel impulse response rather than the 
actual channel. 
The equivalent channel impulse response at integer multiple delays is generated according to 
the frequency response of the actual channel at fractional multiple delays [93]. The actual 
channel impulse response h(n, in) is treated as a pulse sequence. 
h(n, in) = 	a,,j ö(m TF - TIT,) 	 (4.33) 
where, a,j is the complex channel coefficient at the 1-th path delay r of n-th OFDM symbol. 
Since the actual and equivalent channel share the same frequency response, we have 
H(n, k) 
= 	
c n ,i 	 = 	L g(n, in) e_1 21thm/ 1' 	(4.34) 
m=O 
where, g(n, in) is the equivalent channel impulse response at m-th tap delay of the n-th OFDM 
symbol 
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g(n,m) = - Ean,ge_i m+ 	WNs 	sin(n[) (4.35) 
N5 sin(zr(rj - m)/1V) 
With the equivalent channel, the OFDM transmission in Eq. (4.7) is replaced by 
yn =xn ®gn +m (4.36) 
where, g = [g(n, 0), g(n, 1),.. , g(n, zt,15_flIT is the N x  vector consisting of the equivalent 
channel impulse response for the n-th OFDM symbol. 
In order to approach a continuous PDP, the tap delay is oversampled by the rate of 10 to produce 
the discrete PDP at the fractional delays in this thesis. For example, if a continuous uniform 
PDP has the channel delay Ns 'rmax B s  = 3, the fractional delays of the discrete PDP used in our 
simulation will be i[ = {O.0, 0.1, 0.2,. , 2,, 2.8, 2.9}. 
Hence, the physical channel at fractional multiple delays has been mapping into its equivalence 
at integer multiple delays. In this way, the realization of the OFDM transmission over a non-
sample-spaced channel is practical and convenient. 
Section A For stationary channels 
In this section, the channel is stationary and the normalized Doppler frequency is i'd  7 = 0. 
4.4.4.2 With respect to model order 
In Fig. 4.9, it is presented the performance comparison of LS, MP and SMP with respect to 
the model order Na  for the noise-free and SNR = 20 dB cases in terms of MSE. The label 
"noise-free" means channel noise is absent, i.e. = =Cr2 = 0. For the noise-free case, 
the performance of LS always improves as the number of basis vectors grows. In the presence 
of noise, corresponding to SNR = 20 dB, the LS performance gets better at the beginning, and 
after a turning point it deteriorates significantly as the model order increases. For both noise-
free and noisy cases, the MSE values of MP and SMP go down first, and then stay at a certain 
level after a turning point. 
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Figure 4.9: Peiformance comparison of LS, MP and SMP via simulation in terms of MSE for 
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Figure 4.10: Performance comparison of LS, MP and SMP via simulation in terms of BER 
for noise-free and SNR = 20 dB, when shifted DPS is used for N. = 64 and 
= 0.125. 
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Figure 4.11: MSE versus N a . Comparison of simulation study and theoretical analysis for 
LS, MP and SMP when SNR = 30 dB, shifted DPS is used for N c = 64 and 
= 0.125. 
It is recognized that the performances of LS, MP and SMP when BEM is applied in the fre-
quency direction are identical to those when BEM is implemented in the time direction in 
Chapter 3. Firstly, LS suffers from the noise amplification when using more basis vectors than 
necessary. Secondly, MP and SNIP are confirmed to be capable to provide a reliable perfor-
mance when BEM in the frequency domain uses a larger model order than the optimal one. 
Thirdly, MP and SNIP are verified to operate well when it is lack of the SNR information. 
Finally, the adaptability of the selection process in MP is confirmed to offer a benefit when 
9. The particular explanation of BEM in the frequency direction in OFDM is the same 
as that in the time direction in Chapter 3. 
In Fig. 4. 10, the BER performance has a similar behaviour as that of MSE. For more detailed 
simulation results of LS, MP and SMP, please refer to Appendix B. 
4.4.4.3 Simulated and analytic study 
In Fig. 4. II, the simulation study of LS, MP and SMP as well as the theoretical analysis of 
LS in Eq. (4.31) and SMP in Eq. (4.32) are presented. It is shown that the analytic expression 
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Figure 4.12: MSE versus N a. Comparison of simulation study and theoretical analysis for 
SMP when SNR = {10, 301 dB, shifted DPS is used for N = 64 and = 
0.125. 
of SMP almost fits the corresponding computer-based simulation result, and this supports the 
validity of our mathematical derivation in Eq. (4.32). 
It is confirmed that the performance analyses of LS and SMP when BEM is applied in the 
frequency direction are similar to those when BEM is in the time direction in Chapter 3. When 
Na ( Na ymax Bs + 1 = 9, the MP performance is upper bounded by that of SMP. When 
N0 > Nsymax B s ± 1 = 9, the MP performance almost coincides with the SMP performance. 
Because the MSE performances of MP and SMP meet each other at the tail part, the theoretical 
analysis of SMP performance in Eq. (4.32) can be utilized to describe the MP performance at 
the tail area. 
It should be highlighted that the mathematical description of the SMP perfonnance in Eq. (4.32) 
is approximately achieved by shortening the variance term as well as the self-interference 
term. As a consequence, this approximation is only rational under a certain circumstance. 
For example, Fig. 4.12 presents the simulation study and theoretical analysis of SMP when 
SNR = {10, 301 dB. It is observed that, the theoretical analysis is moderately better than the 
corresponding simulation result when SNR = 30dB. On the contrary, the theoretical perfor- 
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Figure 4.13: MSE versus the actual channel de1a' Comparison of LS, MP and SMP when 
SNR = 30 dB, the actual channel delay varies within [3, 81, Na = 18, 111. Note 
Na  = 11 is optima/for LS when SNR = 30 dB. 
maiice is slightly worse than the simulation performance when SNR = 10dB. Both are when 
Na  is greater than 11. This finding hints that the analytic expression only fits the true perfor-
mance within a certain range of SNR as well as the model order. However, the analysis indeed 
provides a considerably precise representation of the actual result and portrays the profile of the 
true performance. 
More detailed explanations of the LS and SMP performances are the same as those for BEM in 
the time direction in Chapter 3. 
4.4.4.4 Channel delay mismatch 
In the simulations above, the perfect knowledge of the maximum channel delay is assumed at 
the receiver. In practical applications, the actual maximum channel delay can not be achieved 
precisely. But, the cyclic prefix is designed to be always longer than the actual maximum chan-
nel delay so as to avoid the 1ST between the neighbouring OFDM symbols. Therefore, we would 
like to investigate the performance implication when there is a mismatch in the channel delay. 
It is supposed that, the actual channel delay varies from 3 to 8, while the channel estimator is 
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Figure 4.14: BER versus the actual channel delay Comparison of IS, MP and SMP when 
SNR = 30 dB, the actual channel dc/a)' varies within [3,8], Na  = {8, 111. Note 
Na = 11 is optimal for LS when SNR = 30 dB. 
fixed at Ns Tin axBs = 8. 
Fig. 4.13 shows the performance comparison of LS, MP and SMP with respect to the actual 
channel delay when SNR = 30 dB and the model order is {8, 11} in terms of MSE. It is illus-
trated that all of the three have similar performances under mismatches in the channel delay. 
When the actual channel delay is smaller than the one assumed in the channel estimator, the 
performances are close to those without channel delay mismatches. In Fig. 4.13, the BER 
performance presents a similar behaviour as MSE. 
It should be noted that, when Na  = 8, MP provides the best performance among the three 
schemes. That is because of the adaptability in the selection process of MP. Such an occasion 
is identical to that when there is a mismatch in the Doppler frequency and BEM is used in the 
time direction in Chapter 3. 
Section B : For time-varying channels 
The previous simulation study is focused on the static channel, and channel state informa- 
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Figure 4.15: Peijorinance comparison of LS, MP and SMP via simulation in terms of MSE 
for noise-free and SNR = 20 dB, when shifted DPS is used for N, = 64 and 
= 0.125. The channel varies at Id  T = 0.02. 
tion does not change. However, in practice, the channel is time-varying and sometimes varies 
rapidly. Therefore, the investigation will move to the time-varying channel. In this section, the 
time-varying channel has a Doppler frequency fd  T = 0.02. 
Such a large Doppler frequency will definitely offend the orthogonality among subcarrier fre-
quencies, and thus induce a big ICI which acts as extra noise. According to the analysis in 1901, 
the ICI power is evaluated approximately by 
2 12 (2 x 3.14 x 0.02)2 = 6.5797 x 10-4=  —31.8179 (dB) 	(4.37) 
That is to say, an extra noise with the power of —32 dB has been added due to IC!. 
4.4.4.5 With respect to model order 
In Fig. 4.15, it is displayed the performance comparison of LS, MP and SNIP with respect to 
the model order N for the noise-free and SNR = 20 dB cases in terms of MSE. The label 
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Figure 4.16: Peiforniance comparison of LS, MP and SMP via simulation in terms of BER 
for noise-free and SNR = 20 dB, when shifted DPS is used for N, = 64 and 
Tnia.rBs = 0.125. The channel varies at f1T 0.02. 
"noise-free" means channel noise is not present, i.e. o = o = a = 0. For both noise-free77 
and noisy cases, the LS performance gets better initially as the model order increases, and then 
deteriorates substantially after a turning point. For MP and SNIP, the performances improve at 
the beginning, and then level off after a turning point. 
It is affirmed that, when the channel is time-varying rapidly, the applications of MP and SNIP 
in the frequency domain have a comparable performance as those in the time domain in Section 
4.3. Firstly, MP and SMP are confirmed to be capable to offer a robust performance, when 
using a larger model order than the optimal one, for BEM in the frequency domain in OFDM. 
Secondly, MP and SNIP are verified to operate well when it is short of the SNR information. 
Finally, the adaptability of the selection process in MP is testified to offer an advantage when 
Na  9. The detailed analyses for MP and SNIP along the frequency direction in OFDM is the 
same as those when BEM is used in the time direction in Section 4.3. 
Moreover, it is also certified that the LS scheme still suffers from the noise amplification under 
the "noise-free" occasion, The reason is that there is extra noise due to ICI, which has a negative 
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Figure 4.17: MSE versus the actual channel delay. Comparison of LS, MP and SMP when 
SNR = 30 dB, the actual channel delay varies within [3, 81, N 0 = 18, 111. Note 
N0 = 11 is optimal for LS when SNR = 30 dB. The channel varies at fd  T,' = 
0.02. 
in Section 4.3, where more detailed explanations can be found. 
In Fig. 4.16, the BER performance has a comparable behaviour as MSE. For more detailed 
simulation results of LS, MP and SNIP, please refer to Appendix B. 
4.4.4,6 Channel delay mismatch 
In the simulations above, it is assumed the perfect knowledge of the maximum channel delay 
at the receiver. In this section, we would like to investigate the performance impact when there 
is a mismatch in the channel delay. The cyclic prefix is designed to be always longer than 
the actual maximum channel delay so as to avoid the ISI between the neighbouring OFDM 
symbols. Thus, it is supposed that, the actual channel delay varies from 3 to 8, whilst the 
channel estimator is fixed at N s Trnax Bs = 8. 
Fig. 4.17 shows the performance comparison of LS, MP and SNIP with respect to the actual 
channel delay when SNR = 30 dB and the model order is 18, 11) in terms of MSE. It is illus- 
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Figure 4.18: BER versus the actual channel delay. Comparison of LS, MP and SMP when 
SNR = 30 dB, the actual channel dc/a)' varies within [3, 81, Na = 18, 111. Note 
= 11 is optimal for LS when SNR = 30 dB. The channel varies at f(1  T,' = 
0.02. 
trated that all of the three have similar performance curves under mismatches in the channel 
delay. When the actual channel delay is smaller than the one assumed in the channel estimator, 
the performances are close to those without channel delay mismatches, In Fig. 4.18, the BER 
performance presents a similar behaviour as MSE. 
It should be noted that, when Na = 8, MP outperforms LS and SMP. That is owing to the 
adaptability of MP. Such an occasion is the same as that for BEM in the time direction when 
there is a Doppler frequency mismatch in Section 4.3. 
4.4.5 Section summary 
In this section, the channel variation in the frequency direction has been modeled by BEM of 
the shifted DPS basis vector. LS, MP and SMP have been used as estimation algorithms. It is 
verified that the channel estimation schemes for BEM in the time direction are applicable to the 
scenarios for BEM in the frequency direction in OFDM. In addition, MP and SMP are certified 
to provide a reliable performance when BEM uses more basis functions than necessary. They 
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Figure 4.19: Training pattern in OFDM systems when BEM is used in the time and frequency 
directions. 
are capable to perform well without the SNR knowledge. 
4.5 In the time and frequency directions 
Motivated by the above two channel estimation schemes in the time and frequency directions, a 
cascading channel estimator is proposed. The suggested channel characterization will perform 
in the time direction and then in the frequency direction. 
In the suggested scheme, the pilot symbols are only located at the particular positions at the 
pilot subcarriers, while there is no pilot at the data subcariiers. An example of the training 
pattern for BEM in the time and frequency directions is exhibited in Fig. 4.19. By this means, 
the number of pilots in OFDM is significantly reduced, and leads to more data throughput. 
The channel estimate is produced in two phases. Firstly, the channel estimate at the pilot 
subcarrier is achieved by using the BEM in the time direction. Next, the channel estimate 
at the data subcarrier is accomplished by employing the BEM in the frequency direction. 
In the previous sections, LS, MP and SMP have been used and studied comparatively. It has 
been demonstrated that, SMP is able to provide a more accurate performance than MP for a 
large model order. Thus, only LS and SMP are investigated in this section. To be specific, 
LS and SMP are used in the time and frequency directions separately. Therefore, there are LS 
in the time direction plus LS in the frequency direction, LS in the time direction plus SMP in 
the frequency direction, and SMP in the time direction plus SNIP in the frequency direction. 
Concerning the basis function, DKL is used in the time direction, and shifted DPS is used in 
the frequency direction. There are N0 basis vectors used in the time direction, and N basis 
vectors in the frequency direction. 
ri 
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4.5.1 Simulation study 
The OFDM system utilizes the QPSK modulation scheme. The number of subcarriers is 
N3 = 64, and the cyclic prefix contains N. = 8 chips. The OFDM symbol with the cyclic 
prefix has a length of Nt = N3 + N9 = 64 + 8 = 72 chips. The transmission block consists of 
N = 100 OFDM symbols 
The time-varying channel tap is of classical Jake's Doppler power spectrum [85].  The normal-
ized Doppler frequency with respect to the OFDM symbol period is fdT3' = 0.02, and with 
respect to the chip interval is Id  TF 0.00028. The DKL basis vector is used in the time direc-
tion. There are D = 2 x 2NfdT 3' = 8 candidate basis vectors in the dictionary along the time 
direction. Thus, for the pilot subcarrier, there are N = 8 pilot symbols and N - N = 92 data 
symbols. For the data subcarrier, there are only data without pilots. 
The non-sample-spaced frequency-selective channel is of a continuous uniform PDP. The nor-
malized maximum path delay is rmaxBs = 0.125. The shifted DPS basis vector is used in the 
frequency direction. There are = 2 x N srmax Bs = 16 candidate basis vectors in the dic-
tionary along the frequency direction. Therefore, there are N, = 16 pilot subcarrier channels, 
and N3 - N = 48 data subcarrier channels. 
It is assumed the perfect knowledge of both the Doppler frequency and maximum path delay 
at the receiver. LS and SMP serve as estimation algorithms individually for the BEM in the 
time and frequency directions. The simulation results are averaged over 3 x 10 3 transmission 
blocks. The performance of the channel estimator is measured in both MSE and BER. 
4.5.1.1 With respect to model order 
In Fig. 4.20, it is presented the performances of LS plus LS, LS plus SNIP, and SNIP plus 
SNIP with respect to both the model order Na  and N in terms of MSE when SNR = 30 dB. 
It is observed that, for the LS channel estimation scheme, the performance gets better at the 
beginning, and then deteriorates after a turning point. For example, the two phases in LS plus 
LS, and the first phase in LS plus SMP. Concerning the SNIP method, the performance becomes 
better initially, and then levels off. For instance, the second phase in LS plus SMP, and the two 
phases in SMP plus SMP. 
It is confirmed the noise amplification of LS as well as the robustness of SMP, when BEM 
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Figure 4.20: MSE versus N 0 versus N. Peiformance via simulation for SNR = 30 dB, when 
DKL is used for N = 100 and fd  T = 0.02, shifted DPS is used for N. = 64 and 
T,flcLiBs = 0.125. (a) LS plus LS. (b) LS plus SMP. (c) SM? plus SM? 
adopts a larger model order than the optima) one in OFDM. Moreover, it is verified that SMP 
is able to operate well without the knowledge of SNR. Because, after using up all the candidate 
basis vectors in the dictionary, the performance is very close to the optimal performance with 
the optimal model order. The detailed analyses for LS and SMP are the same as those when 
BEM is used in the time and frequency directions solely in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4. 
In Fig. 4.21, the BER performances have similar curves as those of MSE. For more detailed 
simulation results, please refer to Appendix B. 
To provide a comprehensive comparison, the performances of the three channel estimation 
schemes are displayed together. In Fig. 4.22, it is presented the performance comparison of LS 
plus LS, LS plus SMP, and SMP plus SMP with respect to the model order N for the noise-free 
and SNR = 20 dB cases in terms of MSE when N0 = 8. The label "noise-free" means channel 
noise is absent, i.e. o = = (y2 = 0. For both noise-free and noisy cases, the performance 
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Figure 4.21: BER versus N (  versus N. Performance via simulation for SNR = 30 dB, when 
DKL is used for N = 100 and fd  T = 0.02, shifted DPS is used for N3 = 64 and 
T,lI(L,B3 = 0.125. (a) LS plus LS. (b) LS plus SMP (c) SMP plus SMP 
after a turning point. For LS plus SMP and SMP plus SMP, the performances become better at 
the beginning, and then stay at some level after a turning point. 
It is recognized that SNIP plus SMP outperforms both LS plus LS and LS plus SMP when 
Na  = 8 and SNR = 20 dB. That is because there is an error propagation of the channel esti-
mate from the first phase to the second phase. The channel estimate of LS has a larger error 
than that of SMP at the first phase. Since the produced result of the first phase is the initial 
state of the second phase, this big estimation error in the time direction gives birth to a poor 
performance of the subsequent channel estimation in the frequency direction. Therefore, the 
overall performance is essentially limited by the result at the first phase. In Fig. 4.23, the BER 
performance has a similar behaviour as that of MSE. 
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Figure 4.22: Peiformance comparison of LS plus LS, LSplus SMP and SMP plus SMP in terms 
of MSE for noise-free and SNR = 20 dB, when N = 8, DKL is used for N = 100 
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Figure 4.23: Peijormance comparison of LS plus LS, LS plus SMP and SMP plus SMP in terms 
of BER for noise-free and SNR = 20 dB, when N 0 = 8, DKL is used for N = 100 
and f-, T = 0.02, shifted DPS is used for N 3 = 64 and T,1jiix Bs = 0.125. 
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4.5.2 Section summary 
In this section, by combining the two schemes in the time and frequency directions, a two-
phase channel estimator is proposed. The suggested channel estimator performs in a cascading 
manner: firstly in the time direction, and secondly in the frequency direction. LS and SMP are 
used as the estimation algorithms. The effectiveness of the proposed scheme is supported by 
the simulation study. Moreover, the number of pilots is greatly saved by this method. 
4.6 Chapter summary 
In this chapter, the study moves to frequency-selective channels with the aid of OFDM. The 
channel estimator utilizes the BEM technique in the time direction, the frequency direction, as 
well as the above two directions sequentially. It is shown that the robust channel estimator in 
the flat-fading channels is applicable to the subcarrier channels in OFDM. Further, the stable 
channel estimator is able to operate in the frequency direction to model the channel frequency 
response of non-sampled-spaced channels. Moreover, it is verified the cascading channel es-
timation scheme, which is formed by combining the two schemes in the time and frequency 




Summary and conclusions 
5.1 Summary of the work 
This thesis has been concerned with a robust characterization of wireless channels in the sense 
of mismatches in the model order, when BEM is used to model the channel. Algorithms of MP 
and SMP were proposed to determine the BEM coefficient. The simulation studies were carried 
out to investigate the robustness of MP and SMP. A mathematical expression was developed 
to explain the SMP performance. Further, the robust channel estimator was applied to OFDM 
in the time direction, the frequency direction, as well as the time and frequency directions 
sequentially. Next, a brief summary of the contents and the results in the thesis is provided. 
In Chapter 3, DKL basis functions associated with the MP and SMP algorithms were utilized to 
characterize a fast time-varying flat-fading channel, and their performances were investigated 
via simulations and mathematical analysis. The time-variant channel was modeled by using 
the BEM idea with the DKL basis function in the time domain. The BEM coefficient was 
proposed to be produced by the MP algorithm. To save the operational complexity of MP, the 
selection step in MP was suggested to be disabled, and this modification gave birth to another 
algorithm, i.e. SMP. Simulation studies demonstrated that both MP and SMP were capable to 
offer a robust channel estimate, compared with LS, when utilizing more basis functions than 
necessary. Besides, MP and SMP provided a considerably good performance even without the 
SNR information. That is because, when MP and SMP terminate at using up all the candidate 
basis functions, the channel estimate is still fine and very close to the optimal performance with 
the optimal number of basis functions. To generalize the performance of SMP, a mathematical 
representation of the SMP performance was established approximately, and verified by the 
simulation study. The expression of the SMP performance can also act as that of MP to a certain 
extent, since the performances of MP and SMP coincide with each other at the tail stage. To 
illustrate the implication of the number of pilots on the channel estimation, the performance 
was investigated with respect to the number of pilots. It was shown that, the uniform training 
pattern with doubling the Nyquist sampling rate was able to offer a good channel estimate 
and conclusions 
while maintain a high data throughput. Finally, the performances of the proposed algorithms 
were investigated when there was a mismatch in the Doppler frequency. Simulation result 
demonstrated that, MP and SMP were able to provide similar performances as LS under the 
Doppler frequency mismatch. When the actual Doppler frequency was smaller than the target 
frequency, the performances were close to those without mismatches. When the actual Doppler 
frequency was larger than the assumption, all of the three suffered from similar performance 
loss. In order to exhibit the benefit of SMP in the computation reduction, the computational 
complexities of the three algorithms were also calculated in terms of FLOPs. It was shown that 
SMP is computationally much cheaper than MP, while just twice the complexity of LS. 
In Chapter 4, the channel characterization scheme in Chapter 3 was extended to the OFDM 
system, which has two kinds of correlations in the time and frequency domains. Firstly, 
an overview of the OFDM system structure was introduced. The OFDM system converts a 
frequency-selective channel into several parallel flat-fading channels. As a result, the channel 
estimation scheme in the time direction in Chapter 3 was able to directly apply to the subcarrier 
channels in OFDM. The BEM of the DKL basis function was used in the time domain to model 
the subchannel, while MP and SMP to specify the BEM parameters separately. Due to the time 
variation, them exists ICI which acts as an extra noise and influences the performance of the 
channel estimation. It was shown that MP and SNIP were able to provide a reliable channel esti-
mate when there were mismatches in the model order. Furthermore, MP and SMP were capable 
to offer a good performance even without the SNR information. Since the power of IC! is hard 
to acquire precisely and affects the channel estimation, a robust channel estimation technique 
without the SINR knowledge is greatly desired, and this request was fulfilled by MP and SMP. 
When there were Doppler frequency mismatches, the performances of MP and SMP were also 
investigated. The obtained results were the same as those in flat-fading channels in Chapter 3. 
When the actual Doppler frequency was smaller than the assumption, the performances were 
similar to those without mismatches. When the true Doppler frequency was bigger than the 
presumed frequency, all of the three had similar performance degradations. 
Thanks to the duality of time and frequency, the idea of BEM in the time domain can be 
modified to describe the channel variation in the frequency domain. A non-sample-spaced 
frequency-selective channel with a continuous uniform PDP was considered, and the BEM 
scheme using the shifted DPS basis function was utilized to model the frequency correlation of 
the channel. Both MP and SMP were adopted to estimate the BEM coefficient. It was illustrated 
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that MP and SM? were able to produce a robust channel estimate when using a larger model 
order than the optimal one. Without the SNR knowledge, the performances of MP and SMP 
were good, and close to the optimal performance. Moreover, the performances of MP and SMP 
were also studied when there was a mismatch in the maximum path delay. It was exhibited 
that, when the actual maximum path delay was smaller than the assumption, the accomplished 
performances were similar to those without mismatches. Furthermore, MP and SMP had been 
also studied in a time-varying scenario. The simulation result had confirmed the robustness of 
MP and SMP, though there existed ICI affecting the performance,. 
A cascading channel estimator was formed by combining the aforementioned two schemes se-
quentially. To be specific, the channel estimation was firstly carried out along the time direction, 
and secondly along the frequency direction. By this means, the number of pilots was greatly 
saved, and the effective data throughput was considerably enhanced. Concerning the BEM, 
DKL was used in the time direction, and shifted DPS in the frequency direction. Since MP had 
been shown to be not as accurate as SNIP at the tail stage, only SMP was adopted and investi-
gated in comparison to LS. Simulation results confirmed the robustness of SMP with respect to 
mismatches in the model order. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that there was an error prop-
agation from the first phase to the second phase. When there was a big error at the first phase 
in the time domain, the performance at the second phase in the frequency domain was mainly 
affected and essentially limited by this error. Therefore, a stable and accurate channel estimator 
is very critical to the final performance. MP and SMP have demonstrated their robustness in 
such a situation. 
5.2 Suggestions for future work 
There are some limitations in our research in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. If the limitation could 
be removed with a careful design, the performance of the channel estimator can be further 
enhanced. Thus, these limitations offer clues of the potential directions in the future research. 
Some of the potential research topics are summarized below. 
• To develop the optimal basis function for a non-sampled-spaced frequency-selective 
channel with a continuous exponentially decaying PDP. In the scenario of C05T207 [96], 
a typical channel profile for suburban and urban areas is of a exponentially decaying PDP. 
The optimal basis function to model such a channel in the frequency domain is generated 
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by following a similar process as DKL. However, since the autocorrelation matrix of the 
exponetially decaying PDP is not symmetric, the SVD operation will produce 
Rhh=UAV F' 	 (5.1) 
where, U = [uo,ui,.- ,uN_I]  and V = [vo,vi,... ,vN_1] are the N x N matrix con-
sisting of N singular vectors; A is the N x N diagonal matrix with singular values 
[AO , A1, , Ap j as its diagonal, and Ao ? Al  ) ... AN-1. The choice of U and V 
needs to be carefully considered. 
• To investigate the performance when there are mismatches in the shape of Doppler power 
spectrum. Since the shape of the Doppler power spectrum is assumed to be perfectly 
known at the receiver, it is over-optimal to the problem and unrealistic. In practical 
applications, the shape of the Doppler power spectrum is neither perfectly U-shaped nor 
rectangular, but could be of any shape. The mismatch in the shape of Doppler power 
spectrum will have negative impact on the performance of the channel estimator. An 
accurate mathematical analysis to quantify the performance loss due to the mismatch in 
the shape of Doppler power spectrum will be of great interest in the future research. 
• To update the autocorrelation matrix and the associated eigenvectors. As noticed, the 
performance of the BEM-based channel estimator is heavily dependent on the priori in-
formation and the model assumption, such as Doppler power spectrum and PDP. But, the 
channel state information is always changing considerably in a highly dynamic environ-
ment. The mismatch between the model assumption and the actual situation will result 
in the performance loss. If the channel state information could be updated in a recursive 
manner and the basis functions is modified accordingly, the performance of the channel 
estimator will be greatly enhanced. 
• To explore the optimal training pattern for OFDM. In this thesis, only one dimensional 
correlation is considered in the design of the pilot structure. However, an OFDM system 
exhibits two dimensional correlations in the lime and frequency directions. The design of 
the training pattern based on two dimensions jointly can offer the potential to improve the 
performance. For example, the pilot symbols are suggested to be cyclically rotated for the 
neighbouring OFDM symbols in [97]. A hexagonal type pilot structure is recommended 
for OFDM in [98. In the above two schemes, the pilot symbols are located at different 
subcarriers for individual OFDM symbol, and thus, the opportunity of encountering a 
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deep channel distortion in a subcarrier is greatly reduced. 
• To apply the channel estimation scheme to the situation of multiple-input multiple-output 
(MIMO) OFDM [99].  Since the scenario. of OFDM has been studied, a natural exten-
sion at the next step is a M1M0-0FDM system. For the MIMO-OFDM system, multiple 
transmitter and receiver antennas are employed, and the link between one pair of trans-
mitter and receiver antenna is using the OFDM transmission scheme. Thus, the study 
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Appendix A 
Quasi-orthogonality of subsampled 
basis vectors 
To illustrate the quasi-orthogonality of subsampled basis vectors at the pilot position, correla- 
tion matrices for the subsampled basis vectors of various lengths are presented in this section. 
DKL basis vectors are employed. The normalized Doppler frequency is id T5 = 0.05. The 
lengths of the transmission blocks are 1120, 140, 160, 180, 2001 symbols, and the numbers of 
pilots in a block are 124. 28, 32, 36,401, respectively. They are all following the same training 
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Figure A.1: Correlation matrix of the subsampled DKL basis vectors, when there are N 7) = 24 
pilots, DKL is used for N = 120 and fd  T = 0.05. (a) in a 2 dimensional view 
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Figure A.2: Correlation matrix of the subsainpied DKL basis vectors, when there are N1) = 28 
pilots, DKL is used for N 140 and fd  T = 0.05. (a) in a 2 dimensional view. 
(b) in a 3 dimensional view. 
Figure A.3: Correlation matrix of the subsainpied DKL basis vectors, when there are N 1) = 32 
pilots, DKL is used for N = 160 and fd T3 = 0.05. (a) in a 2 dimensional view 
(b) in a 3 dimensional view. 
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Quasi-orthogonality of subsampled basis vectors 
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Figure 4.4: Correlation matrix of the subsampled I)KL basis vectors,when there are N = 36 
pilots, DKL is used for N = 180 and fd T8 = 0.05. (a) in a 2 dimensional view 
(b) in a 3 dimensional view. 
Figure 4.5: Correlation matrix of the subsampled DKL basis vectors, when there are N = 40 
pilots. DKL is used for N = 200 and fd T = 0.05. (a) in a 2 dimensional view. 
(b) in a 3 dimensional view. 
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Appendix B 
Detailed simulation results 
B.1 For fast time-varying flat-fading channels 
Quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) modulation technique is used. There are N = 100 sym-
bols in a transmission block. The time-varying channel is of classical Jake's Doppler power 
spectrum [851, and the normalized Doppler frequency is fd  T. = 0,05. The DKL basis vector 
is employed in the time domain. The number of necessary basis vectors is 2NfdT. = 10. In 
order to gain a higher accuracy, twice the number of necessary basis vectors is used. Thus, there 
are actually D = 2 x 2Nf1T8  = 20 candidate basis vectors in the dictionary. Note that, in our 
scheme, the number of basis vectors is only determined by two prior knowledges, i.e. normal-
ized Doppler frequency and the transmission block size; no other information is required. To 
guarantee the number of equations is equal to the number of unknowns, we adopt as many pi-
lots as the candidate basis vectors in the dictionary. Thus, there are NJ) = 20 pilot symbols and 
N - N = 80 data symbols in a block. We assume the perfect knowledge of the actual Doppler 
frequency at the receiver. LS, MP and SNIP serve as the estimation algorithm individually. The 
simulation results are averaged over 3 x 106  transmission blocks. 
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Figure B.!: MSE versus Na. Performance of LS via simulation for noise-free and SN!? = 
{- 10, —5,0,5, 10, 15, 20,25, 30} dB, when DKL is used for N = 100 and 
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Figure B.2: BER versus N a . Pe;:formance of LS via simulation for noise-free and SNR = 
{_10,-5,0,5,10,15,20,25,30} dB, when DKL is used for N = 100 and 
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Figure B.3: MSE versus N. Performance of MP via simulation Jbr noise-free and SNR = 
{ —10, —5,0,5, 10, 15, 20,25. 30} c/B, when DKL is used for N = 100 and 
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Figure BA: BER versus N a. Peforinance of MP via simulation for noise-free and SNR = 
{-10,-5,0.5,10,15,20,25,30}dB when DKL is used for N = 100 and 
fdTs = 0.05. 
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Figure B.5: MSE versus N a. Performance of SMP via simulation for noise-free and SNR = 
{-10,-5.0,5,10.15,20,2530}dB, when DKL is used for N = 100 and 
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Figure B.6: I3ER versus N 1 . Performance of SMP via simulation for noise-free and SNR = 
{-10,-50,5,10,15,20,25,30} dB, when DKL is used for N = 100 and 
= 0.05. 
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Detailed simulation results 
B.2 For fast time-varying frequency-selective channels using 
IITPI I 
B.2.1 In the time direction 
QPSK modulation scheme is used for each subcarrier in OFDM. The number of subcarriers is 
N = 64, and the length of a cyclic prefix is Ng = 15. Therefore, an OFDM symbol with the 
cyclic prefix has a length of Nt = N + Ng = 64 + 15 = 79 chips. A transmission block is 
constituted by N = 256 OFDM symbols. 
The channel has an exponentially decaying PDP according to C0ST259 [91] with 
c-l/ l 
Ph(l) = L1 	, 	for I = 0,1. 	
L-1 	 (B. 1) 
e 1 " 1 
1'=O 
where, Pi1 (1) = E{1i(n,i) 2 } is the power of the I-th channel tap. There are L = 15 essential 
support of the channel delay spread, associated with the RMS delay spread aT = 4T,- 
The time-varying frequency-selective channel I(n. I) is generated at the chip rate 11T.. Each 
channel tap is of classical Jake's Doppler power spectrum 1851,  and the autocorrelation function 
of the i-th channel tap at the chip rate is given by 
	
= P1 (1) Jo(27rfdTT) 	 (13.2) 
where, (t)() is the autocorrelation function of the i-tb channel tap. 
The normalized Doppler frequency with respect to the OFDM symbol period is f(j T = 0.02, 
and with respect to the chip interval is 1(1 T 	0,00025. The DKL basis vector is employed 
in the time direction. The number of necessary basis vectors is 2NfdT 	11. To obtain a 
higher accuracy, twice the number of necessary basis vectors is used. Hence, there are D = 
2 x 2NfdJ 21 candidate basis vectors in the dictionary. To ensure the number of equations 
is equal to the number of unknowns, we have as many pilots as the candidate basis vectors in 
the dictionary. Thus, there are N = 21 pilot symbols and N - N = 235 data symbols in 
a transmission block. We suppose the perfect knowledge of the actual Doppler frequency at 
the receiver. LS, MP and SMP serve as estimation algorithms individually to accomplish the 
BEM coefficient. Since it is a fast time-varying channel, IC! will have a visible effect on the 
Detailed simulation results 
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Figure B.7: MSE versus N 0. Performance of LS via simulation for noise-free and SNR 
{_10,_5,0,5,10,15,20,25,30}dB, when DKL is used for N = 256 and 
f,,, T,. = 0.02. 
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Figure B.8: BER versus N a. Performance of LS via simulation for noise-free and SNR = 
{-10,-50,5,10,15,20,25,30}dB, when DKL is used for N = 256 and 
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Figure B.9: MSE versus N. Performance of MP via simulation for noise-free and SNR = 
{-10,-5M,5,10,15,20,2530}dB, when DKL is used for N = 256 and 
faT = 0.02. 
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Figure B.10: BER versus Na. Performance of MP via simulation for noise-free and SNR = 
{-10,-50,5,10 1 15,2025,30} dB, when DKL is used for N = 256 and 
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Figure B.11: MSE versus N 1 . Performance of SMP via simulation for noise-free and SNR = 
{-10,---5,0,5,10,15,20,25,30}dB, when DKL is used for N = 256 and 
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Figure B.12: BER versus N c . Pe,for,nance of SMP via simulation for noise-free and SNR = 
—10. —5,0,5, 10. 15, 20, 25,30} dB, when DKL is used for N = 256 and 
fdT = 0.02. 
Detailed simulation results 
B.2.2 In the frequency direction 
Our OFDM system adopts the QPSK modulation scheme. The number of subcarriers is N8 = 64, 
and the cyclic prefix contains Ng = 8 chips. Therefore, the OFDM symbol with the cyclic pre-
fix has a length of N = N + N9 = 64 + 8 = 72 chips. The transmission block consists of 
N = 100 OFDM symbols. 
The non-sample-spaced frequency-selective channel is of a continuous uniform PDP. The nor-
malized maximum path delay is Tm . x B s = 0.125. The channels are stationary, and time-varying 
with the normalized Doppler frequency fd T = 0.02. The time-varying channel is of the clas-
sical Jake's Doppler power spectrum [851. 
The shifted DPS basis vector is employed in the frequency direction. The number of necessary 
basis vectors is N5 'riiiaxB. = 8. To accomplish a higher accuracy, doubling the necessary 
basis vectors is used. Thus, there are D = 2 x N.srniax B s = 16 candidate basis vectors in the 
dictionary. To secure the number of equations is equal to the number of unknowns, we have as 
many pilot subcarriers as the candidate basis vectors in the dictionary. Thus, there are N = 16 
pilot subchannels, and N8 - N = 48 data subchannels in OFDM. We assume the perfect 
knowledge of the maximum path delay at the receiver. LS, MP and SMP are used as estimation 
algorithms individually. The simulation results are averaged over 3 x 10 3 transmission blocks. 








Figure B.13; MSE versus N. Pe,formance of LS via simulation for noise-free and SNR = 
{-10. —5,0..5 : 10,15. 20 7 25, 30} dB, when shifted DPS is used for N 8 = 64 
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Figure B.14: BER versus Na. Peiformance of LS via simulation for noise-free and SNR = 
{ —10. —5, 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 301 dB, when shifted DPS is used for N 9 = 64 
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Figure B.15: MSE versus N. Performance of MP via simulation for noise-free and SNR = 
{-10, —5,0.5, 10 7 15, 20, 25. 30} dB, when shijied DPS is usedfor N 8 = 64 and 
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Figure B.16: BER versus N. Peiforinance of MP via simulation for noise-free and SNR = 
l— 10,  —5,0,5, 10, 15,20, 25. 301 dB, when shifted DPS is used for N 8 = 64 
and r,fl B8 = 0.125. 
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Figure B.17: MSE versus Na. Peifonnance of SMP via simulation for noise-free and SNR = 
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Figure B.18: I3ER versus Na. Peifonnance of SMP via simulation .for noise-free and SNR = 
{-10, —5,0,5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 301 dB, when shifted DPS is used for N 3 = 64 and 
= 0.125. 
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Figure B.19: MSE versus N a . Peiformance of LS via simulation for noise :free and SNR = 
{-10-5,0,5, 10,15,20,25,301dB, when shifted DPS is used for N = 64 
and T?fla BS = 0.125. The channel varies at fj T = 0.02. 
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Figure B.20: BER versus N a . Peiforinance of LS via simulation for noise-free and SNR = 
-10,-5,0,5,10,15,20,25,30}dB, when shitted DPS is used for N, = 64 
and T,, l(LV B = 0.125. The channel varies at ,fd  T = 0.02. 
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Figure B.21: MSE versus N a. Performance of MP via simulation for noise: free and SNR = 
1-10, —5,0,5,10,15,20, 25, 301 dB, when shifted DPS is used for N 8 = 64 and 
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Figure B.22; BER versus N a. Performance of MP via simulation for noise-free and SNR = 
{-10, —5.0,5. 10, 15, 20, 25, 301 dB, when shifted DPS is used for N. = 64 
and 7',,,(, B 9 = 0.125. The channel varies at fdT = 0.02. 
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Figure B.23: MSE versus Na. Peiy'orinance of SMP via simulation for noise-free and SNR = 
{- 10, —5,0,5,10,15,20, 25, 301 dB, when shifted DPS is usedfor N = 64 and 
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Figure B.24: BER versus N (,. Peifor,nance of SMP via simulation for noise-free and SNR = 
{-10. —5,0,5,10,15 1 20,25, 301 dB, when shifted DPS is used for N 0 = 64 and 
T,fl(L B s = 0.125. The channel varies at fdT. = 0.02. 
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Detailed simulation results 
B.2.3 In the time and frequency directions 
The OFDM system utilizes the QPSK modulation scheme. The number of subcarriers is 
N = 64, and the cyclic prefix contains N = 8 chips. The OFDM symbol with the cyclic 
prefix has a length of N1 = N + Nq = 64 + 8 = 72 chips. The transmission block consists of 
N = 100 OFDM symbols. 
The time-varying channel tap is of classical Jake's Doppler power spectrum [85]. The normal-
ized Doppler frequency with respect to the OFDM symbol period is fdT = 0.02, and with 
respect to the chip interval is fd T 0.00028. The DKL basis vector is used in the time direc-
tion. There are D = 2 x 2NfdT = 8 candidate basis vectors in the dictionary along the time 
direction. Thus, for the pilot subcarrier, there are N = 8 pilot symbols and N - NJ) = 92 data 
symbols. For the data subcarrier, there are only data without pilots. 
The non-sample-spaced frequency-selective channel is of a continuous uniform PDP. The nor -
malized maximum path delay is Tmax B s  = 0.125. The shifted DPS basis vector is used in the 
frequency direction. There are = 2 X Nsyrnax B s = 16 candidate basis vectors in the dic-
tionary along the frequency direction. Therefore, there are N = 16 pilot subcarrier channels, 
and N8 - N = 48 data subcarrier channels. 
It is assumed the perfect knowledge of both the Doppler frequency and maximum path delay 
at the receiver. LS and SMP serve as estimation algorithms individually for the BEM in the 
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Figure B.25: MSE versus N a  versus N. Performance of LS plus LS via simulation for 
SNR = 30 dB, when DKL is used for N = 100 and fd  T = 0. 02, shifted DPS 






Figure B.26: BER versus N a versus N( . Performance of LS plus LS via simulation for 
SNR = 30 dB, when DKL is used for N = 100 and fdT = 0. 02, shifted DPS 
























Detailed simulation results 
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Figure B.27: MSE versus N i., versus N. Pe,formance of LS plus SMP via simulation for 
SNR = 30 dB, when DKL is used for N = 100 and fd  T. = 0. 02, shifted DPS 
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Figure B.28: BER versus N 0 versus N. Pe,fonnance of LS plus SMP via simulation for 
SNR = 30 dB, when DKL is used for N = 100 and f (1T, = 0.02, shifted DPS 



























Detailed simulation results 
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Figure B.29: MSE versus N versus N,' . Peiformance of SMP plus SMP via simulation for 
SNR = 30 dB, when DKL is used for N = 100 and fd T, = 0.02, shifted DPS is 
used for N = 64 and L B S = 0.125. 
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Figure B.30: BER versus N c, versus N. Pe,formance of SMP plus SMP via simulation ftr 
SNR = 30 dB, when DKL is used for N = 100 and fd  T, = 0.02, shifted DPS is 




C.! Sequential matching pursuit 
SMP is a special variant of MP by collecting the elements one after another sequentially in their 
original arrangement. For the situation of BEM, SMP is to pick up the basis vectors in the same 
order as the related eigenvalues in a decreasing manner. 
BEM utilizes a linear combination of basis vectors to describe a realization of a stochastic 
channel, as follows 
(C.!) 
where, h = [h(0), h(1), 	, h(N-1)I T is the N x 1 vector of the realization of the stochastic 
channel; ui and Oi are the i-th basis vector and coefficient, respectively. 






The coefficients 10i I i = 0, 1, 	, N - 11  are supposed to be uncorrelated random variables, 
and characterized by 






where, A1 is the corresponding eigenvalue of the basis vector u1 in BEM. In addition, the basis 
vectors jui I i = 0, 1 	, N-1} are arranged according to the related eigenvalue magnitudes 
in a descending manner, i.e. A0 > Ai >, 	) AN_i ) 0. 
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According to energy conservation, it is easy to notice that 
11h112 
=
Io[ 2 	 (C.5) 
and 
EIhuI2=A 	 (C.6) 
For a specific realization of the random channel, its observation is contaminated by noise. 
ii=Oouo+OIui+O2u2,++9rr-1un1+n 	 (C.7) 
where, h is the noisy measurement of h; and ij is the N x 1 vector of the complex white 
Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance o. Moreover, it is assumed that h and tj are 77 
uncorrelated with each other. 
When it is subsampled at the pilot locations, the observation becomes 
P=OOUO,P+O1ULP+O2U2,P++ON4UN1P+tJP 	 (CS) 
where, li i,, 	i = 0, 1, 	, N— 11, and 71 p are the subsampled counterparts of f, jui I i = 
0,1,. 	N— 1}, and t, respectively. 
Next, the performance analysis of SMP will be carried out in an iterative strategy, and finally 
approximated to a simple form. 
C.!.! When collected the 1st basis vector 
Before the iteration kicks pif, the initial state of the observation signal is 	= lip . After SMP 
has collected the 1st basis vector, the parameter of the 1st basis vector is determined by 
uH&(0) 
o,p P 










U1,p 	14 p 	 U1, UN-4,p






It uo,p  I 
The whole channel estimate is produced by 
W 1 = O0 u0 	 (C. 11) 
where, h 1  is the accomplished channel estimate at the first iteration. 
Let us define e as the MSE value, b as the bias, v as the variance, and e as the self-interference. 
At this moment, the MSE performance of the channel estimator is 
Ne1 = EMh - 
= Eh-00up 11
2 
= E too  uo+0iui+02u2++0u} —O0u0 2 
= E{M{0o - Oo }uo
11 2 + 1101 ui1 2  +1102U2 + 	+ 	u} 
= EM{Oo - Oo} u0 11 + E U O1  uiM2 + E02 u2 112 + 	+ E0i4 uN4
2 
2 	2 	2 	E0N42 	
2 
= E00 - 0 + Et0 	ui 
112 
 + + 	up4 
= 
= E00 —O o +Ai +A2++A 
= N (0 )  + 	+ N b 1 	 (C.12) 
where, e( 1 ), 	v( 1 ), and (1)  are the MSE.value, the bias, the variance, and the self-interference 
at the first iteration, respectively; and 
N{v' +(1)} = E00 - 
N bU) = A1+ 1\2 +...+ 
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Next, we have 
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Therefore, when SMP has picked up the 1st basis vector, the obtained MSE performance is 
Ne 1 = N b' + N v' + N4(1) 
N—i 	 N—i 	Uttp Uk,pI 
Ak = Ai +0- 	
1 




C.1.2 When collected the 2nd basis vector 
Firstly, update the residual of the observation signal 
= 	- Oo uo,p P 	p 
= 0ouo, + 01 111,p + 02 U2,p+ 	+ 0N-4 UN.a,P ± 77P  
00 + 01 	
uff.up.a,p 	
}
77P+0N4 	 + 
	
i''O,pi 	 lUop 1
2 
1h10 ,p 2  
= {0 1 ui,p + 02 u2 ,p + 	+ ora up q , p } 
{ 	
+02 
uo ,pi 	I11,plI 	 I11o,p12 
+{ 	
} Iuo,pI[
2 	P  
where, f(P') is the observation signal after collecting the 1st basis vector. 
When SMP has collected the 2nd basis vector, the parameter of the 2nd basis vector is deter-
mined by 
UH 
01 = 	 (C.16) 
IIu1,pIl 
Then, 
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Therefore, the channel estimate is achieved by 
(2) = Oo Uo + 01 u1 	 (C.18) 
where, h( 2) is the channel estimate at the second iteration. 
At this stage, the MSE performance of the channel estimator at the second iteration is 
Ne 2 = Eh— u1 (2) M 2 
= 	EMh_Oouo — OiuiM 2 
= 	EM{Oouo +01 Ui +02u2 + +Om uj} - 0u0 —0 uiM 2 




= 	EM{Oo - O01 
U0112 
 +Ell {01 - Oi}uit 2  + E102u22 + .. . + EM0 	uN4
2 
= 	EI0o - 
62II UO112 + E01 - 6 1 1 2 	u1 2 + ... + E0 	2 IIUA,4 112  
= 
= 
= 	N {v 2 + e21 + N b 2 (C.19) 
Where, e( 2), 	v(2), and d2 are the MSE value, the bias, the variance, and the self-interference 
at the second iteration, respectively; and 
N{v(2) +(2)} = E80—O0J2+EJ01 62 
N 	A2 + + 
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Furthermore, we have 
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It is reasonable to make an assumption that the subsampled basis vectors at the pilot locations 
have a tiny correlation with each other, since the subsampled basis vectors are quasi-orthogonal. 
Therefore, it is supposed 
Up Uk,p I 





With the approximation, the expression in Eq. (C.20) further develops to 
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Hence, 
N{v(2)+2)} = E100—O012+EIO1-01F2 
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L2 IFu,FI2 (=0 
As a result, when SMP has picked up the 2nd basis vector, the MSE performance is 
Ns 2 = N b 2 +N v(2) + 
N-i 	i 	 1 IV-1 	[tphlk,p12 1 
(C.24) 2+I  Xk 
(=2 	(=0 	IIu,pFI 	(=0 k=i+1 	IFu,II2  
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C.1.3 When collected the Na th basis vector 
When SMP has collected the Na th basis vector, it is straightforward to obtain 
=ANa+ANa+i+••+AN4 	 (C.25) 
N,—i N—I I u7. Uk,p 12 
 
	
i \k 	Ui,P I12 
i=O k=i+i 
Na 1 1 
 N 	> 11 ~ Ui'P I12 
i=O 
Thus, the final MSE performance is 
= Nb()+Nv(!'idz) +Ne (t) 
Ni 	Na —i 	 Ni N1 I ii7, Uk,p 2 
2+ 
n 	IUz,I 	j=O k=i+i 	lIu,pI2 	
(C.28) 
As a conclusion, when Na  basis vectors are collected, the performance expression of SMP is 
Na—i 	1 
MSEsMp)(Na ) 	 + 	Iu 11 2 i=N 	 i=O 
2 Na 1 N—i 	
(C.29) 2 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we propose a robust channel estimator for fast 
time-varying channels. For this technique, a basis expan-
sion model (BEM) is used in order to approximate the time-
variant channel. Pilot symbol assisted modulation (PSAM) 
is employed as the training scheme, and the coefficients of 
the BUM are obtained via the matching pursuit (MP) algo-
rithm. Through computer simulations, it is demonstrated that 
MP is able to offers reliable channel estimate even when it 
selects an inappropriate number of basis functions, whilst it 
was previously reported that more basis functions than nec-
essary could cause performance degradation by enhancing 
the noise. Thus, MP is robust with respect to mismatch in 
the number of basis functions in the BUM. Furthermore, the 
simulation results show that MP can operate well even with-
out knowledge of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In wireless communication systems, the high inability of ter-
minals or the cattier frequency offset between transmitter 
and receiver gives rise to a fast lime-varying channel. For 
this channel having a high Doppler frequency, a basis expan-
sion model (BEM) Ill has been widely used to approximate 
it, The coefficients of the BUM could be obtained by the least 
squares (LS) algorithm when pilot symbol assisted modula-
tion (PSAM) t2  is employed for the time-multiplexed train-
ing 131. However, such a channel characterization scheme 
has been reported to be sensitive tortoise, which, when it is 
high, results in performance degradation 141. 
Both amen cc at. and Tang to a[ have realized this prnb-
em, and suggested their solutions individually. The first pro-
duced the optimal number of basis functions in the REM, 
i.e. the optimum model order, via mathematical analysis 151, 
whilal the latter proposed the optimal training pattern, which 
is the appropriate pilot positions of PSAM in the time do-
main 161. But, both solutions have their own problems when 
applied in practical situations. 
Concerning the first solution, the optimal model order 
highly depends on the instant Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) 
of a single transmission block 151. For the fast time-varying 
channel, the instantaneous value of the SNR for a block is 
hard to accurately estimate, and shifts considerably from 
block to block. Hence, it is difficult to exactly determine 
she proper number of basis functions for any specific block. 
As a consequence, the alight mismatch of the number of ba-
sis functions would cause a performance degradation of the 
channel estimation. With respect to the second solution, the 
pilots in the optimal training pastern are no longer uniformly 
distributed and equispaced (61. For PSAM, however, the pe- 
riodic and uniform placement of the pilots is the preferred 
training pattern as stated in [7]. 
In this paper, we propose a channel estimator which is 
robust to mismatches in the number of basis functions in 
the HEM for fast time-varying channels. In other words, 
the technique is non-sensitive to noise when employing more 
basis functions than necessary as a high Doppler frequency, 
say for instance the normalized Doppler frequency to be 
fjT. = 0.05. Moreover, the proposed channel estimation 
scheme can still provide a reliable estimate without knowl-
edge of the SNR. This scheme consists of the channel model 
and the estimation algorithm. The model exploits the con-
cept of BEM, and the basis is discrete Karhunen-t.oève BEM 
(DEL-HEM) [8, 9], which is the discrete Karhunen-Loève 
decomposition of the bathtub-shaped Doppler power space 
train, i.e. lakes Doppler spectrum. The matching pursuit 
(MP) algorithm [101 is used to produce the coefficients of 
the basis functions. Due to the onhogonalisy of she DKL' 
BUM, MP has good convergence performance and does not 
need to re-select the basis functions as in Ill]. For PSAM, 
the pilots are uniformly placed in the time domain. 
The MP technique has been applied to produce the coef-
ficients of the basis functions in II II. However, its channel 
estimator is quite different from osrs. Firstly, the previous 
study used the polynomial basis, which has been shown to be 
outperformed by DKL-BEM as high Doppler frequencies [S], 
while the proposed scheme employs DKL-BEM. Secondly, 
its pilot placement, which clusters at the center and each end 
of the block, is entirely different from outs, which arranges 
the pilots evenly throughout the block. Thirdly, its normal-
ized Doppler frequency, which is faTu = 0.0008, is very low 
compared with she value used here. 
The DKL-BEM is optimal for the wireless channel of 
a bathtub-shaped Doppler power spectrum, and the discrete 
prolate spheroidal BUM (DPS-BEM) is optimal for that of a 
rectangular power spectrum [9].  Hence, she proposed chan-
nel estimator could he simply extended to the DPS-BEM 
case. Furthermore, this technique based on a flat-fading 
channel could be easily extended to she orthogonal frequency 
division multiplexing (OFDM) case, since OFDM can be 
viewed as several parallel flat-fading channels in the fre-
quency domain. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
We consider a baseband-equivalent discrete-time representa-
tion of a wireless communication system over a flat-fading 
channel with a single transmit and receive antenna. The re-
ceived signal sample y(n) at time it could be formulated as 
y(n)=s(n)h(su)+uj(n) 	 (I) 
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Figure I: Example of the training pattern P = ( 2,7,12,17) 
defined by (2) for N= 20 and) =4. 
where a(s), It(s), and fl(s) denotes the transmitted symbol, 
the channel impulse response, and the complex zero-mean 
Gaussian noise with variance c, respectively, at time in-
stance n. Let as also define ja as the maximum Doppler 
frequency of the channel, T. as the symbol duration. N as 
the number of the symbols in a transmission block. J at the 
number of pilots within a block. Thus, there are N-) data 
symbols in a block. - 
Is this study, the pilots of the PSAM are uniformly dis-
tributed throughout the transmission block, which is speci-
fied by the index set 
{ [+] 
	l}} 	(2) 
Fig. I shows an example for the pilot placement defined in 
(2). 
2.1 Basis Expansion Model 
Recently, the HEM technique has been widely used to ap-
proximate the time-varying channel since it is able to trans-
late a time-varying sequence into a few constant coefficients 
with the aid of basis functions. 
Lcdqd(n) 	 (3) 
4=0 
where It4nt) is the time variant sequence; c a and q4(it) rep-
resents the d-th constant coefficient and basis function at time 
n, respectively. 
By truncating h.,(rt) into It(s) = 	r,jq4(n) and in- 
selling it into (I): 
1o_t 	1 
Y(a) = aQt) L cqa(s) + 17(n) 
(a:s 	.1 
0-i 	 - 
= 	s(n)ro qa (n)+t7(n) 	(4) 
45 
Hence, the transmission over the entire block can be rep-
resented in the form of the matrix as 
= 
= SQc+?I 	 (5) 
where y = ]y(0) ,y(l), - - - ,y(N-1 
)}T  is the N x I vector con-
sisting of the received symbols; S is the N x N diagonal 
matrix with [s(0), a(l), ---,.s (N- 1)] as its diagonat; It = 
Ih(0),h(l),- '' ,h(N_t)] is the vector of the channel ins-
pulse response; rj is the N x I vector of the noise; Q is the 
N x 0 matrix of the basis functions, with Q being: 
I 	e(0) 	qt (0) 	--- 	qo-t(0) 
gt(l) qt(l) 	--- 	go -sO) 
go(N-1) qt (N-I) -:- go-i (N-I)  
and c = cart,- -. co-s IT is the Ox I vector of the constant 
coefficients in the BEM. 
In this study, the basis function in Q is the DKL-BEM 
[9.1, which is the discrete Karhunen-Loeve (DKL) decompo-
sition of the bathtub-shaped Doppler power spectrum. The 
total number of necessary basis functions is determined by 
0 = [2Nf,j T,] + I, and doubling it would be beneficial [3]. 
With the help of the OEM, the channel impulse response 
has been expanded into a sum of basis functions, i.e. h = 
Qr. And (5) can be further developed to 
y=Cc+7J 	 (6) 
where C is the product of the transmitted symbols and the 
basis functions, defined as C = SQ. 
At this point, the channel characterization problem has 
been convened to the identification of the coefficients in 
OEM, i.e. the estimation of c, if y and C are known. In 
order to obtain parameters c, one of the possible solutions is 
to use PSAM. 
2.2 Subsampled at the Pilot Position 
According to PSAM, the transmitted pilot symbols are per -
fectly known at the receiver- So, all the matrices in (5) and 
(6) can be subsampled at the pilot positions. 
Yp 	S 5 }a1 +17 
= S 5 Q 0 c+o70 
= G 0 c+,75 	 (7) 
where Yp 	[y(pu),y(p ),---,y (j_ )J is the J x I vector 
collecting the received symbols at the pilot position; S is the 
J xi diagonal matrix with ] s (ps ),s(p l ),:.. ,s(pp..t)J  an its di-
agonal;h = (h(ps),h(pi),--- ,h(pj_1)1 0 is the) X  vcctorof 
the channel impulse response at the pilot structure; ,, Q. 
and C are the subsampled version of 'j, Q, andG, respec-
tively, according to the training pattern. 
It is interesting to notice that the coefficient vector c is 
not affected by the sabsampting of the transmission block. 
At this moment, if the constant parameter; c could be accu-
rately determined by some method, the entire channel state 
information h would be reproduced successfully. In contrast 
to the work in [4,5,9), where the LS algorithm is used for the 
estimation of c, here the MP algorithm is adopted. Finally, 
the estimated coefficients ê along with the basis functions 
serve to recover the channel impulse response 1 by 
s=Qê 	 (8) 
Since she coefficient vector c might be sparse having 
some very small quantities, it is not necessary to estimate all 
the entries acceralety. In contrast, to identify and estimate the 
significant elements, which provide the predominant contri-
bution to the channel state information, in the vector c, would 
be a reasonable idea. 
3. MATCHING PURSUIT 
The basic MP algorithm was first proposed in (10]. Its goal is 
to approximate the observation signal via a linear combina- 
tion of the elements over a large redundant dictionary. These 
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elements are selected one after another according to which 
one best matches the signal structure at each iteration. 
	
yasCk 	 (9) 
where G, = gI0J.g2 I I 	g0 ID— t is the dictionary, and 
gp [i = (s(p o )q 1 (po),.s(p1 )q(p ). 	,s(p1 t )q(pe-t )17 is the 
element. 
Let the residual of the observation vector after the ni-tb 
iteration be represented by p(), with y0(0) - Yp The in-
dices of the in selected vectors are stored in the index set 
ik .k ...... k,, 1 . 
At the ni-tb iteration, the MP algorithm selects k by 
finding the candidate vector which is best aligned with the 
residual Yp 1 " ,  as well as having the longest projection of 
y0("-l), that is 
I(Y 	gp'lI 
km = argmux 	 . where / V K,rt (Ill) 
Consequently, the corresponding coefficient is produced 
by 
= (y 	g[k,,J) 	 (It) 
gp km ] 
In our case, the MP algorithm has been modified in order 
to guarantee that the picked elements are never re-selected 
and that the produced coefficients are never re-estimated. 
This is because the elements are approximately orthogonal, 
and the modification can speed up the convergence and avoid 
the re-selection problem. In order to do so, the index of the 
selected vectors, after being stored in K,. are removed from 
the redundant dictionary. As a result, at each iteration a new 
vector is picked of). A similar modification has been adopted 
in 11.  
The residual vector y2Ni)  is then updated by 
yi - y tmll - A g[k,,, 	 (12) 
In our study, the process terminates when in is larger than 
the given maxinitini iteration. Ne,, i.e. the number of identi-
fied basis functions also known as the model order. Further-
more, there is no necessity for the usual stopping criterion 
associated with MP. because the total number of basis func-
tions can he approximately determined by the Doppterpower 
spectrum 131- 
4. SIMULATION STUDY 
In this section. the proposed channel estimator is compared 
with the LS technique in terms of the estimation accuracy, 
i.e. mean square error (IsiSli), 
MSE 	 h(,,) 1 2 	(13) 
its well as the bit error rate (BER) when PSAM is employed. 
In ['SAM, the estimated channel is used to scale and rotate 
the decision boundary in order to detect the data symbols 121. 
The comparison is conducted under the condition that the 
REM of both MP and LS is given the same number of basis 
Figure 2: MSE vs N0 under the different SNR, when MP is 
used, 
N. 
Figure 3: BER vs N,, under the different SNR. when MI' is 
used. 
functions, N,. However, the MP and LS may select indi-
vidual basis functions differently, because the MI' adaptively 
selects N0 sigititicant basis from the dictionary of 0 basis 
functions according to their individual projection contribu-
tion, while the LS uses the fixed '10 basis which have the first 
N,, largest eigenvalues in the DKL-BEM. 
The modulation scheme used is quadrature phase shift 
keying (QPSK), and SNR - l/o. the block consists of 
80 data symbols and 20 pilot synthols, which are unitonuly 
placed according to (2). The normalized itiaxirnuto Doppler 
frequency of the flat-fading channel is J,11 -=11.05. As far as 
the REM is concerned, the total number of basis functions is 
i2Nf,Y11 I - II, and it would be beneficial to double the 
total number of the candidate basis so as to obtain a more pre-
cise approximation. I fence, 1) = 2 [2 NJ,, T, I -s I = 21 basis 
are employed in this paper. In order to prevent (7) from being 
underdetermined, N0 varies from I to 211 since there are only 
20 pilots. The stochastic channel for the simulations is pen-
matted based on the classical Jokes Doppler spectrum. The 
simulation results are averaged over 1()6  transmission blocks. 
Moreover, we assume that the receiver side has the perfect 
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Figure 4: MSE vs W under the different SNR. when LS is 
used. 
Figure 5: RER vs N. under the different SNR, when LS is 
used. 
knowledge of the actual normalized Doppler frequency. 
Fig. 2 shows the performance of MP with respect to the 
model order, N,,, under different SNRs in terms iii MSE. The 
label 'noise-free" means noise is not present. i.e.= 0. It 
is observed that, as more basis functions are selected by MP. 
the performance of the channel estimator improves and then, 
after a turning point, it levels out. Furthermore, it is noticed 
that the performance is always convergent as the model or -
der increases, even for different SNRs. The corresponding 
ItER performance has a similar behaviour as it can be seen 
in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4. the, MSF performance of LS against N is 
shown. We observe that in the LS case the performance does 
not stay at any level even thought there exists a turning point 
as well. Before the turning point the performance becomes 
better, and afterwards it gets worse. Thus, the performance 
of tite LS technique is affected by the model order, and it 
is sensitive to the order mismatch. In other words, when the 
nuntber of basis functions is different front the optimal model 
order, which is the N,, at the turning point, the performance 
degrades. The specific value of the optimal model order is 
dependent on the SNR, as reported in 151. For example, as 
Figure 6: MSE Ys N.. The performance comparison between 
Ml' and LS for SNR = 30dB and noise-free case. 
Figure 7: BER vs N,,. The performance comparison between 
MP and LS for SNR - 311dB and noise-free case. 
seen in Fig. 4, when SNR 30dIt, the optimal model order 
is 14, and when SNR = 20dB, the optimal model order is 13. 
As shown in Fig. 5 the performance in terms of I3ER behaves 
similarly to that in terms of MSE. 
To aid comparison, the performance of MP and LS is pre-
vented together in a single figure as Fig. 6. For the noise-
free case, the LS performance always decreases., while for 
the MP it goes down initially but then stays constant. In the 
presence of noise, corresponding to SNR equal to 300. the 
NIP method outperforms LS before the turning point. On the 
turning point. 1.S has a more accurate result than Ml', 1 low 
ever, after the turning point. the performance of LS becomes 
significantly worse, while that of the MPholds at some level. 
thus showing its robustness. This phenomenon indicates that 
Ml' is robust to mismatches in the ituniberof basis functions. 
while LS is sensitive to the mismatch. Furthermore, for both 
noise-free and noisy cases. NIP outperforms LS when the 
model order is smaller than 12. The reason is that Ml' adap-
tively selects the predominant basis, whilst LS only uses the 
fixed basis set. Moreover, the observation that Ml' under all 
SNRs can level off means it could stilt produce reliable es- 
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Figure 8: VISE vs actual normalized Doppler frequency, 
The performance comparison between MP and LS. when 
the actual Doppler frequency varies within (0040,0.060] 
SNR 30dB. N0 is 110. 141, and N, = 14 is optimal for 
LS under SNR 30dB. 
timates without knowledge of the SNR, whilst LS requires 
the exact knowledge of the SNR in order to perform effec-
tively. In Fig. 7, the OUR curses of both Ml' and [.S follow 
the similar behaviours as the MSE curves. 
In the simulations ahove, the perfect knowledge of the 
Doppler frequency is assumed. In the teal world, however,  
the Doppler frequency can not be estimated precisely. Stilt, 
the actual Doppler frequency could be approximately ob-
tained in a controllable manner. Hence, on this shady, we as-
sume a 205 mismatch of the target frequency, which means 
the actual noritialized Doppler frequency varies from 11.114 to 
0116 while lie estimator is fixed at 0.05 
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 presents the performance comparison 
of MP and LS with respect to the Doppler frequency mis-
matches in terms of MSI/ and OUR when the model order is 
10. 14). It is noticed that both Ml' and ES have similar per-
formance degradations tinder mismatches in the Doppler fre-
quency. When the actual Doppler frequency is smaller than 
the one assumed in the BUM, the performance of the chan-
nel estimator is close to that without frequency mismatches. 
When the actual Doppler frequency is larger than the as-
snmptirin, both of the two suffer from performance degra-
dations. 
5. CONCLUSION 
A channel estimator has been proposed which is robust to 
mismatches in the number of basis functions in BUM for fast 
time-varying channels. In tither words, the technique is non-
sensitive to noise at high Doppler frequencies, for example, 
the normalized Doppler frequency of J7 = 0.05. More-
over, the proposed channel estimator could provide reliable 
estimates even without knowledge of the SNR. All of these 
points have been verified by simulation results. 
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